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ABSTRACT 
 
Growth Cones are the sensory and motile organelle of a developing neuron, present at the 
tip of extending neurites such as axons. They are the primary apparatus for interpreting 
biochemical and biomechanical cues from the environment in order to guide axonal 
growth and develop precise neural circuitry. Like many eukaryotic cells, the growth cone 
structure consists of lamellepodia and filopodia which are composed of a network of 
actin filaments with trace microtubules extending into these structures from the axon 
neck. Protrusive forces due to actin polymerization at the leading edge have been 
established as a major driving force in cell motility. Only a few recent studies have 
investigated the contribution of contractile forces generated inside motile cell on the 
dynamics of cell migration. Experimental evidence and quantitative model in other 
systems, like the nematode sperm cells suggest that cytoskeletal disassembly can produce 
contractile forces. At the distal end of neurites, Cofilin, a major depolymerization protein, 
severs filamentous actin creating new filament ends and increasing concentration of 
monomeric actin. An increase in cofilin concentration/activity increases actin 
disassembly thereby reducing net polymeric actin concentration in the cytoskeleton and 
leading to rear contraction.  
Here, we hypothesis that the disassembly of actin filaments by cofilin generates enough 
contractile force and regulates growth cone motility. Indeed, increases in cofilin activity 
lead to faster growth cones that are more extended in their direction of motion. The 
depolymerization-driven model for growth cone migration is quantitatively built in both 
one-dimension (1D) and two-dimensions (2D). The one dimensional model generically 
reproduces the results that increased disassembly of the actin cytoskeleton produces 
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faster and longer cells. While, the two dimensional model predicts an increase in 
crawling velocity with increased depolymerization rate, the results for extension length 
and cell shape was inconclusive. 
The results show that actin depolymerization can produce contractile forces that drive the 
motility of axonal growth cone. Regulation of actin disassembly by cofilin leads to 
increased force production and consequently an increase in growth cone speed. These 
results suggest a paradigm for force generation in actin-based crawling cells which 
should be applicable to many different cells.  The model predicts a number of 
experimentally-testable hypotheses about how growth cone speed and elongation can be 
altered by cytoskeletal depolymerization through cofilin 
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1.    Introduction and Background 
Cell migration is a ubiquitous process underlying critical biological mechanisms 
like wound healing, morphogenesis and neuronal growth cone motility. Crawling or 
gliding is a common means of cell migration in multicellular organisms where cells move 
through the minute spaces in tissues and over the surfaces of other cells [1,2, 3]. These 
movements are necessary for the livelihood of the organism. For example, leukocytes 
migrate through tissues in search of infection;  nerve axonal growth cones crawl  as they 
navigate to find synaptic targets and even cancer cells use the same mechanism  as they 
spread to multiple sites within the body during metastasis [1,4, 5].  
Cell crawling is an integrated process that involves the interplay between biochemical 
reaction networks and the physical properties and dynamics  of multicomponent cellular 
structures and assemblies, including their thermodynamic, kinetic, and mechanical 
characteristics, as it is a process that is physically coordinated both spatially and 
temporally[6,7]. Currently, a complete understanding of the process is lacking, however 
the general physical process of migration is believed to involve three major steps: (1) 
cytoskeletal extension at the front end, (2) adhesion to the substrate at the cell front and 
(3) retraction of the rear end [2, 8, 7]. 
1.1   Actin Cytoskeleton 
Cell crawling relies on continuous remodeling of the cell‟s cytoskeleton, which is 
composed of two major polymer proteins, actin filaments and microtubules. [5,9,10,11].  
The lamellipodia/lamella, a broad flat network of actin filaments, and filopodia, which 
are finger like projections of linearly bundled actin, are the major structures involved in 
cell crawling. The lamellipodium is the best characterized motile organelle and is defined 
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as a dense thin sheet of cytoplasm with a meshed, cross-linked network of actin 
filaments[7, 8, 11].Nascent filaments nucleate from Arp 2/3 complexes at the side of 
existing filaments and elongate until growth is terminated by capping proteins. The actin 
filaments in the lamellipodium are oriented with their barbed ends towards the leading 
edge[5, 12, 13]thus maintaining the lamellipodial structure[9, 14]. The filaments are built 
through a balancing act of filament assembly at the barbed ends and disassembly at the 
pointed ends, the rates influenced by actin binding regulatory proteins[15,16]. The actin 
polymerization occurs at the positive end of the filament by the addition of the 
monomeric G-actin molecules. The concentration of actin filaments decays linearly from 
the front to the back of the cell[11, 17]as the filaments form a treadmilling dendritic 
array[14,18]. Treadmilling refers to polymerization of acting filaments at one end and 
depolymerization at the other end, resulting in transport of monomers from one end to the 
other. 
Actin assembly and dynamics are vitally important for the directed motility of diverse 
cell types, [19] and actin regulated motility occurs both spatially and temporally[9, 11, 
20]. A host of actin-binding proteins [19] regulate the treadmilling of the actin network 
and drive membrane protrusion [21]. The large arrays of regulatory proteins control the 
actin network and its dynamics through diverse set of actions that includes filament 
nucleation, severing, crosslinking, monomer sequestering, end capping and stabilization 
of the F-actin. Five major actin binding protein families[20, 22, 23] that play a major role 
in these functions are WASp, Arp2/3 complex, ADF/Cofilin, capping proteins and 
profiling/β-thymosin [18,24]. 
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The front-to-rear length of treadmilling dynamics of the lamellipodial actin network is 
regulated by biochemical signaling cascades involving the RHO GTPase proteins- Rho, 
Rac and Cdc42[6, 25, 26,27]. Rac1 drives lamellipodial extension at the front of 
migrating cells[16], Rho isoforms stimulate actomyosin contractility at the rear and 
Cdc42 is required for determining the direction of migration. Rac and Cdc42 regulate 
actin polymerization through WASP (Wiskott-Aldrich Syndrome Protein) and WAVE 
(Wiskott-Aldrich protein verprolin) complexes which in turn act on Arp 2/3 branching 
protein[28-30]. Cofilin activity is majorly influenced by LIM Kinase, regulated by Rho 
GTpase. The regulation of myosin activity and myosin contractility also occurs [31][32]. 
The signaling regulation is highly complex and the exact mechanism of interactions is 
still debated[29, 30, 33]. 
 
Figure 1: A pictorial representation of Rho GTPase signaling cascade. It’s a 
complex signaling mechanism and the exact mechanism of regulation is still 
debated.  PAK is p21 activated kinase and ROCK is Rho associated kinase. 
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The Cofilin/actin depolymerizing factor (ADF) family of proteins are the major 
contributing factor of actin depolymerization in cells and this aids in the essential 
recycling of monomeric actin subunits which supports growth of new filaments [21, 34]. 
They are present at higher concentration at the cell rear where they bind to actin filaments 
and promote dissociation of Arp 2/3 complex, an actin branching protein[35, 36], hence 
disassembly of the filaments. The severing action also creates new barbed ends that 
synergize with actin polymerization factors, promoting filament assembly and increased 
membrane protrusion[37]. 
Actin filament disassembly by ADF/Cofilin action coupled to ATP hydrolysis, generates 
high concentration of actin monomer at the rear which diffuses through and is recycled at 
the leading edge [28,36]. This increase in filament length by polymerization of the 
monomers pushes the plasma membrane outward resulting in protrusion of the cell 
edge[1,15]. Actin filament severing and depolymerization by ADF and Cofilin is 
important for establishment of polarity but previous studies[17, 38, 39] have not focused 
on mechanism of cell rear retraction.  
The ADF/Cofilin protein complex is also known to regulate cell polarity in yeasts and 
other migrating cells. As a part of their study, Mseka et al group used mutant ADF and 
cofilin to alter actin filament turnover. The results confirmed that the rate of actin 
depolymerization and filament turnover are proportional to overall cell speed, providing 
strong evidence for the role of actin-depolymerization-based cell rear retraction in both 
polarizing and migrating cells[35].It was also identified that this actin depolymerization 
is required earlier in cell polarization for promoting alignment of actomyosin II 
contractile bundles [35, 36]. 
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The importance of myosin II in contractility of cell rear retraction [35,36]  is still debated, 
as myosin II independent motility can be seen in cells like amoeboid dictyostellium 
([40]), leucocytes ([17]) and nematode sperm cells[41]. In a study by Mseka et all 2011 
in fibroblast cells- treated with blebbistatin – before actomyosin II bundles had formed 
blocked establishment of polarity, after alignment did not affect retraction of the cell rear. 
Blocking myosin II contractility did not affect the reduction in F-actin polymer associated 
with cell rear retraction consistent with myosin-II independent rear retraction as the cell 
polarizes [40, 41]. Retraction of spatial zones along cell rear was found to be independent 
of myosin-II based force[35][42] and cells moved at a similar speed except for few 
isolated zones where the speed appears to be reduced by one-third. Thus, it was 
concluded that in most cells, Myosin II is necessary for maintenance of cell polarity and 
is not independently responsible for contractile force generation in rear retraction [32, 
35]. 
1.2   Microtubule filaments 
Microtubules, the other major component of the cytoskeleton is present in nearly 
every eukaryotic cell [43]. Studies have found that microtubules play a role in the 
directed locomotion of some, but not all cell types [14, 44]. Intact arrays of microtubules 
are structurally arranged similar to actin filaments with minus ends pointed towards the 
rear of the cell. Earlier studies have found that microtubules play a major role in the 
directed motility of larger cells like fibroblasts, endothelial cells and growth cones, while 
in smaller cells like keratocytes and neutrophils, locomotion is completely independent of 
the microtubules [9, 23][14]. From these studies it has been suggested that microtubules 
are unlikely to produce the driving force for motility [45]. However studies have 
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confirmed that microtubules are essential for polarizing actin filament activity and hence 
may play a role in the directional migration of the cells [32, 46][43]. 
Recent molecular-level studies [11, 43] have found evidence of Rho GTPase regulation 
of microtubule dynamics. These results, however, remain inconclusive, and a full 
understanding of the role of microtubules in cell motility is still lacking. 
1.3.   Growth Cones 
 At the beginning of neuronal development, neuronal processes/neurites sprout 
from the neuron cell body and grow over relatively short distances (on order of microns) 
to form synapses with targets.  As the neurons mature, the soma/cell body remains 
relatively stationary and the neurites extend outward; the axon is formed by the longest 
extended neurite[24,38, 47]. First identified by Ramon Cajal in early 1890, the growth 
cones constitute the major growing structures at the tip of these neuronal neurites and in 
particular the axons[38][47]. It plays a critical role in the formation of appropriate 
neuronal connections, facilitates neuronal motility in response to physical and chemical 
guidance cues [48-50][13].  
 
1.3.1.   Structural arrangement: 
 The growth cone consists of a protoplasmic enlargement that contains most of the 
organelles and a thin peripheral region that is highly motile. The actin cytoskeleton is the 
crucial determinant of the shape of growth cone filopodia and lamellepodia [9, 42, 51]. 
The growth cones are characterized by three distinct „compartments‟ [38, 47, 52]: the 
peripheral P-region which consists of broad and flat area which constitutes the filopodia 
and lamellepodia; the thick C-region which constitutes the organelles, vesicles and an 
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terminal end of dense microtubule array; and a transition T-zone in between the C and P 
regions. A band of myosin could be present in this region, forming the acto-myosin 
contractile structure in certain growth cones and few microtubules are splayed apart in 
this region [53].  
The lamellepodia is similar in structure to other crawling cells and plays a leading role in 
growth cone protrusion and retraction of the rear. The filopodia are dynamic finger like 
projection that play a major role in exploring leading edge surroundings during growth 
cone motility[38, 54]. These are membranous protrusions containing a core of collinear 
bundled F-actin filament and may contain single microtubule filaments[55].The F-actin 
in filopodial bundles is cross-linked and is very stable having a half –life almost 10-fold 
longer than lamellipodial F-actin. Its regulation is important for both growth cone 
guidance and neurite branch formation. In few other studies [14, 23] it was confirmed 
that, though filopodial has a major role in leading edge protrusion and target connectivity, 
it cannot contribute the force needed for retraction of the rear.  
In the growth cone, microtubules are bundled together in the axon shaft and also extend 
into the central region. During growth cone motility, prolonged pausing behavior is 
observed[48] during which the microtubules form a tightly bundled loop. On transition 
from pausing to growth states, microtubules reorganize from looped to splayed 
configurations followed by fragmentation [54]. 
1.3.2.   Moving towards the target: 
 The growth cone motility towards their target is biochemically regulated by 
various guidance cues [16,50, 56]. Depending on the culture system, the growth cones are 
highly responsive to physical cues like the stiffness of the substrate, shear strain and 
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electromagnetic fields. In-vivo chemotrophic guidance cues can either be chemo-
attractive like the netrins and ephrines, or chemo-repellants like the semaphorins or slit 
[12].The guidance cues system is highly complex, likethe usually attractive cue, netrin, 
can also execute repellent function, influenced by other local protein concentrations like 
cAMP [57]. The semaphorins can also act as either repellants or attractants. Other factors 
include the growth factors, neurotransmitters and extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins 
[15]. The Rho GTPase proteins also play a dynamic role in the regulation of actin and 
myosin filament activity, eventually influencing the function of actin binding proteins 
like cofilin and profiling [5,19,24, 49]. 
Combinations of actin polymerization near the leading edge plasma membrane, myosin-
based actin retrograde flow and adhesion to the substrate is believed to drive motile cells 
forward[58]. In recent studies it has been shown that growth cones also migrate in a 
similar pattern of steps. These stages are, protrusion (involving the elongation of 
lamellepodia and filopodia through actin polymerization); engorgement and finally 
consolidation (occurring in the proximal part of the growth cone and results in a new 
distal segment of axon)[59],movement of vesicles through Brownian motion and directed 
microtubule transport. 
Neuronal growth cones that have been depleted of their actin structures can still charge 
forward, in a mis-directed manner, driven solely by microtubule extension. Blocking of 
retrograde actin flow, by inhibiting myosin II activity, markedly promote microtubule 
extension toward the growth cone periphery on both permissive and inhibitory substrates 
[3, 21]. Blocking of Myosin II B activity in turn cause reduced deformation in growth 
cone shape and the growth cone continued to elongate at a reduced rate [44]. In other 
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studies, Myosin II is assumed to aid actin disassembly at the rear[9, 53] along with 
ADF/Cofilin[34].  
 The microtubules, oriented with their plus ends toward the distal end of axon, exhibit 
dynamic growth and shrinkage phases as they polymerize and depolymerize[54]. 
Depolymerization of microtubules did not immediately affect the filopodial projections 
but eventually resulted in shortening of the axons at the leading edge [55]. Microtubules 
are necessary to maintain the structural integrity of the axons and also in axonal 
elongation [44, 55]. 
In the growth cones, overexpression of ADF/Cofilin leads to increased neurite outgrowth 
[37]which indicated that increased actin turnover results in increased motility[54, 
55].Certain recent studies [34]has shown that cofilin activity is stable until a saturating 
concentration is reached (Fig 1) beyond which the disassembly rate is greatly reduced. In 
other studies [16, 44] asymmetric inhibition of cofilin [37, 39] was shown to mediate 
attractive growth cone steering and a repulsive behavior was observed when the local 
concentration of AC was higher. To analyze the role of Cofilin in control of growth cone 
motility and morphology, Endo et al [60]carried out a study by regulating cofilin activity 
using LIM Kinase and Slingshot protein. Cofilin is inactive in its phosphorylated form 
and LIM-Kinase inhibits cofilin activity by phosphorylating it at Ser-3A position. 
Slingshot (SSH1) is a recently discovered cofilin regulating protein which recues its 
activity by dephosphorylation. It was found that LIMK1 expression repressed growth 
cone motility and neurite expression, while increasing the level of cofilin 
phosphorylation. The group used a mutant Cofilin protein- S3A, which was non-
phosphorylated in addition to SSH1 and in both cases the growth cone motility and 
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neurite extension increased. However expression of both proteins LIMK1 and SSH1 in 
cells resulted in extended growth cone morphology, which was attributed to rescue of 
LIMK inhibition by SSH. Thus it was concluded that severing activity by Cofilin protein 
is critical and plays an essential role for rapid turnover of actin filaments[36, 60][35, 36].  
 
Figure 2: Hypothetical representation of cofilin activity in a neuronal growth cone. 
Adapted from Vitriol et al, 2007. 
  
 The precise function of cofilin in nerve growth cones thus remains to be fully 
understood but it is a seminal assumption that it plays a critical role in actin disassembly 
and depolymerization (Figure 2). 
Until now it is still unclear how guidance cues modify the cytoskeleton to guide growth 
cone pathfinding. A study by Marsick et al, 2010 investigated the activity of ADF/Cofilin 
in relation to NGF/netrin-1 chemotrophic cues. It was established that that ADF/Cofilin 
activity increase in growth cone cells treated with Neuron Growth Factor (NGF)/ netrin-
1. Direct treatment of the cells with the chomotrophic cues lead to locally activated 
ADF/Cofilin proteins while a gradient of the chemotrophs resulted in subsequent 
attractive growth cone turning. The group concluded that though the exact mechanism of 
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regulation response still remains unknown, the increased cofilin activity resulted in 
increased growth cone protrusion[34]. 
1.4.  Hypothesis 
Actin filament dynamics and reorganization is central for cell motility and morphology 
especially in the neural growth cones[9, 21, 22]. Because Cofilin is an essential regulator 
of actin-filament dynamics and is highly expressed in the growth cones, it plays a critical 
role in growth cone motility and extension[36, 60]. Bamburg et all, 2000 reported that 
Xenopus ADF/Cofilin increased the length of neurite outgrowth when expressed in rat 
cortical neurons or chick spinal cord neurons in primary culture[61]. This has been 
experimentally tested in various other studies[36, 60, 62] in recent years. Protrusive 
forces due to actin polymerization at the leading edge have been established as a major 
driving force in cell motility. Only a few recent studies have investigated the contribution 
of contractile forces generated inside motile cell on the dynamics of cell migration.  
ADF/Cofilin family proteins facilitate actin dynamics by regulating the depolymerization 
of the filaments. Indeed, increases in cofilin activity lead to faster growth cones that are 
more extended in their direction of motion. Here we aim to build a mathematical model 
of neuronal growth cone motility in order to study how cytoskeletal disassembly driven 
by cofilin regulates motility of growth cones. 
2.  METHODS 
 Our hypothesis suggests that cofilin-induced severing of actin filaments 
contributes a significant proportion of the force that drives growth cone motility. In order 
to test this hypothesis, we constructed a mathematical model that describes the 
polymerization and remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton and the consequences of this on 
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cell motility. Our model is built off of recent work by Zajac et al,2008 who investigated 
the migration of nematode sperm cells and suggested that cytoskeletal disassembly 
produces the contractile forces that drive motility.  Experimental results confirmed 
predictions from this model about how cell speed depends on the shape and morphology 
of the sperm cell, which suggests that cytoskeletal disassembly can drive cell 
migration[41, 42, 52]. Here we consider actin-based motility and probe whether cofilin-
regulated depolymerization-induced forces can drive the crawling of growth cones. We 
construct a model that describes the motion of the actin cytoskeleton and the fluid cytosol 
as two distinct interpenetrating fluids [63]. The actin cytoskeleton is treated as a 
compressible network that is disassembled at a rate that is assumed to be proportional to 
the concentration of cofilin. Disassembly of the cytoskeleton drives the F-actin 
concentration away from a preferred concentration and, therefore, produces stress in the 
polymer network, which acts to contract the existing cytoskeleton[42]. New cytoskeleton 
is generated at the leading edge of the cell at a rate that is proportional to the monomeric 
concentration of actin. 
2.1.   One Dimensional Model 
In this section the one-dimensional model of growth cone motility is presented. The 
overall goal of this 1D model is to determine whether a simplified version of the 
cytoskeletal dynamics can account for the changes in speed and length of a growth cone 
when cofilin activity is perturbed, as is observed experimentally [60]. Here we treat the 
actin cytoskeleton as a compressible continuum system immersed in the surrounding 
cytosolic fluid. We track the dynamics of the density of the actin network by defining the 
volume fraction Φ, which is the volume of actin in a small region divided by the total 
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volume of the region. This 1D approximation effectively ignores variation in the actin 
density perpendicular to the substrate that the growth cone crawls on, as well as 
variations perpendicular to the direction of motion. The change in volume fraction over 
time (𝜕Φ/𝜕t) obeys a continuity equation with a sink term that represents the 
depolymerization rate, (since polymerization occurs primarily at the membrane, we treat 
the polymerization of actin as a boundary condition (see below).  In addition, we also 
track the motion of the cytosolic fluid; i.e., we treat the cell as a two-phase system 
composed of cytoskeleton and cytosol. A general theory of two-phase flows was derived 
in Drew and Segel [41, 43, 63,64] and has been used previously to describe cytoskeletal 
dynamics[41, 56, 65, 66]. 
 Our model tracks the dynamics of the filamentous actin that composes the 
cytoskeleton. Actin monomer is assumed to be freely diffusing in the cytosol.  The 
monomer diffuses to front of the cell, where it assembles into the solid polymer network.  
After assembly, the cytoskeleton flows rearward, where monomer is lost through 
disassembly. The continuity equation generally describes the total changes in 
concentration in a region over time. Here the actin cytoskeleton is affected by the drift of 
the actin filaments and the filaments lost through depolymerization. Thus the equation 
governing the dynamics of the volume fraction Φ is,  
 
𝝏𝜱
𝝏𝒕
 =  −𝛁.  𝜱𝑽𝒔       
𝑪𝒚𝒕𝒐𝒔𝒌𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒕𝒂𝒍 
𝑫𝒓𝒊𝒇𝒕
−   𝜸𝜱 
𝑪𝒚𝒕𝒐𝒔𝒌𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒕𝒂𝒍 
𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒂𝒔𝒔𝒆𝒎𝒃𝒍𝒚
           
 
A 1 
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Here, ∂Φ/∂t is the change in volume fraction over time, Vs is the total solid (i.e., 
cytoskeletal) velocity and γ is the actin filament depolymerization rate constant (we treat 
disassembly as a first order reaction).   
To solve this equation, we require a description for the solid velocity.  Growth cones, like 
all crawling cells adhere to the substrate as they move along it. We assume that adhesion 
acts as an external resistive drag force on the cytoskeletal polymer from the substrate that 
is proportional to the cytoskeletal velocity. In addition the fluid cytosol also exerts 
resistive forces that oppose the movement of the cytoskeleton. These forces are 
counterbalanced by the hydrostatic pressure and the elasticity of the cytoskeleton. Force 
balance on the solid polymer is thus given as, 
 
−𝜱𝛁𝐩   
𝑯𝒚𝒅𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒄 
𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒆
+  𝛁𝝈 
𝑪𝒚𝒕𝒐𝒔𝒌𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒕𝒐𝒏
𝑬𝒍𝒂𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚
=  𝜻 𝑽𝒔 − 𝑽𝒇          
𝑫𝒓𝒂𝒈 𝒇𝒓𝒐𝒎 𝑭𝒍𝒖𝒊𝒅
+  𝜻𝒆𝒙𝑽𝒔    
𝑬𝒙𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒏𝒂𝒍 𝒂𝒅𝑯𝒆𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏
𝒅𝒓𝒂𝒈
 
 
A 2 
 
Here, δex is the external drag coefficient, δ is the internal cytosol-solid drag coefficient, Vf 
is the fluid cytosol velocity, σ is the cytoskeletal stress and p is the pressure. By 
convention, from Newton‟s third law, there is an equal and opposite drag force from the 
solid cytoskeleton on the fluid cytosol. This is balanced by the pressure exerted on the 
fluid fraction. Thus fluid cytosol force balance is given as, 
 
− 𝟏 −𝜱 𝛁𝐩      
𝑭𝒍𝒖𝒊𝒅 𝑭𝒓𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 
𝑫𝒓𝒊𝒗𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝑭𝒐𝒓𝒄𝒆
=  𝜻 𝑽𝒇 − 𝑽𝒔        
 𝑫𝒓𝒂𝒈 𝒇𝒓𝒐𝒎 𝒄𝒚𝒕𝒐𝒔𝒌𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒕𝒐𝒏
 
A 3 
Based on other experimental data[41] it is assumed that the cytoskeletal stress, σo 
depends on the cytoskeletal actin volume fraction.  
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Hence it is given as, 
 𝝈 =  −𝝈𝟎 𝜱 −  𝜱𝟎  
A 4 
Where Φ0 is the initial unstressed volume fraction and σo is the initial cytoskeletal stress. 
Locally, volume is conserved between the cytoskeletal volume fraction and the fluid 
cytosol such that the total volume fraction always equals 1.  Therefore, the divergence of 
the total flux, J, must be zero, i.e., 
 𝛁. 𝑱 =   𝟎 A 5 
Where, the net cytoplasmic flux is 
 
𝑱 =  𝜱𝑽𝒔 
𝑺𝒐𝒍𝒊𝒅 𝑭𝒍𝒖𝒙
+   𝟏 − 𝜱  𝑽𝒇       
𝑭𝒍𝒖𝒊𝒅 𝑭𝒍𝒖𝒙
 A 6 
in 1D, this equation can be rewritten by substituting equation (A6) in (A5) to give, 
 
𝝏
𝝏𝒙
 𝑽𝒔 −   𝟏 − 𝜱  𝑽𝒔−𝑽𝒇  = 𝟎 
A 7 
Substituting equation (A3) in (A7) and integrating, we get an equation that relates the 
pressure to the solid velocity, 
 𝑽𝒔 −
𝟏
𝜻
 𝟏 − 𝜱 𝟐
𝝏𝑷
𝝏𝒙
 = 𝑪 𝒕  A 8 
We next define the boundary conditions for the system. We assume zero stress at the 
leading edge and the rear of the cell. The rear is assumed to move along with the same 
velocity as the leading edge. The volume fraction at the boundary (Φb) is then 
 𝜱|𝒃 =  𝜱𝟎 +
∆𝑷
𝝈𝟎  
 A 9 
Where Φ0 is the initial unstressed volume fraction and P is the pressure.  
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 The growth cone membrane is assumed impermeable; hence the velocity of the 
membrane is defined by the velocity of its cytosolic components. The solid cytoskeletal 
velocity is also spatially-dependent. At the leading edge, the net velocity of membrane 
movement (Vm) is thus given as, 
 𝑽𝒎 =  𝑽𝒔 + 𝑽𝒑  
A 10 
Where, Vp is the polymerization velocity of the actin cytoskeleton. Vp is assumed to be 
proportional to the total amount of G-actin. If the total amount of actin in the growth cone 
is a constant, which we define to be equal to Nt, then the total amount of G-actin can be 
determined by subtracting the total amount of F-actin, which is proportional to the 
integral of the volume fraction over the length of the cell. Therefore, we define the 
polymerization velocity as Vp = α *(β - (∫Φdx/∫Φ0))/Φ0L. Where „α‟ is a proportionality 
constant that represents the characteristic polymerization velocity and β = Nt/∫Φ0dx. 
At the rear membrane boundary, the cell is assumed to move with the actin cytoskeleton. 
Hence the membrane velocity is again defined as, 
 𝑽𝒎 =  𝑽𝒔 
A 11 
The cytoskeletal velocity at the boundary (Vs|b) is given as the difference between the net 
flux of actin and polymerization velocity: 
 𝐕𝐬|𝐛  =  𝐂(𝐭) –  𝐕𝐩 A 12 
Solid cytoskeletal velocity and volume fraction: 
From equation (A7) we have  
  𝟏 − 𝜱  𝑽𝒇 −  𝑽𝒔 =  𝑪 𝒕 −   𝑽𝒔  
A 13 
Substituting for  1 − 𝛷  𝑉𝑓 −  𝑉𝑠  , from equation (A7), we have 
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 −
𝝏𝑷
𝝏𝒙
=  
𝜻𝑪 𝒕 
 𝟏 − 𝜱 𝟐
 –
𝑽𝒔𝜻
 𝟏 −𝜱 𝟐
 A 14 
Using the force balance equations (A2) and (A3) we find 
  𝜻𝒆𝒙 +
𝜻
 𝟏 − 𝜱 𝟐
 𝑽𝒔 = −
𝝈𝟎𝝏𝜱
𝝏𝒙
 +
𝜻𝑪 𝒕 
 𝟏 − 𝜱 𝟐
 A 15 
From the boundary conditions for velocity (A11) and (A12) we have Vf= Vm = Vs + Vp, 
thus the conservation of volume equation (A7) is written as; 
 𝑽𝒔 = 𝑪 𝒕 −   𝟏 − 𝜱 𝑽𝒑 
A 16 
Substituting for Vs in this equation we can solve for C(t) in terms of the polymerization 
velocity and the cytoskeletal volume fraction, 
 𝑪 𝒕 =  
𝜻𝒆𝒙 ∗  𝟏 − 𝜱 
𝟐 −  𝜻
𝜻𝒆𝒙 ∗  𝟏 − 𝜱 𝟐
 ∗ 𝑽𝒑 −  
𝝈𝟎
𝜻𝒆𝒙
∗  
𝜹𝜱
𝜹𝒙
   A 17 
We can then express the solid cytoskeletal velocity in terms of the volume fraction for the 
net flux, C(t), and the polymerization velocity, Vp, as, 
 𝑽𝒔 =  
(−𝝈𝟎 ∗  𝟏 − 𝜱 
𝟐  
𝜹𝜱
𝜹𝒙 −
 𝜻 ∗ 𝑪(𝒕) 
𝜻𝒆𝒙 ∗  𝟏 − 𝜱 𝟐 +  𝜻
 
A 18 
Substituting this expression into the continuity equation and grouping terms we find 
 
𝝏𝜱
𝝏𝒕
=  −𝛁 
𝝈𝟎∗ ∗  𝟏 − 𝜱 
𝟐 ∗ 𝜱
𝜻𝒆𝒙 𝟏 − 𝜱 𝟐 +  𝜻           
.  
𝝏𝜱
𝝏𝒙
 
𝑫𝒊𝒇𝒇𝒖𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝑪𝒐𝒆𝒇𝒇𝒊𝒄𝒊𝒆𝒏𝒕,   𝑫
 
−  𝛁 
𝜻 ∗ 𝑪(𝒕)
𝜻𝒆𝒙 𝟏 − 𝜱 𝟐 + 𝜻          
𝑨𝒅𝒗𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝑽𝒆𝒍𝒐𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚,   𝑽𝒂𝒅
.𝜱 
−  𝜸𝜱 
𝑪𝒚𝒕𝒐𝒔𝒌𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒕𝒂𝒍 
𝑫𝒆𝒑𝒐𝒍𝒚𝒎𝒆𝒓𝒊𝒛𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 
 
A 19 
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In other words the volume fraction obeys a reaction-diffusion-advection equation: 
 
𝝏𝜱
𝝏𝒕
=   𝝏(𝑫.
𝝏𝜱
𝝏𝒙
)
     
𝑫𝒊𝒇𝒇𝒖𝒔𝒊𝒗𝒆 𝑭𝒍𝒖𝒙
−  
𝝏 𝜱𝑽𝒂𝒅 
𝝏𝒙     
𝑨𝒅𝒗𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆 𝑭𝒍𝒖𝒙
−  𝜸𝜱 A 20 
2.1.1   Numerical Method 
 This equation is discretized spatially over time and linear integrated through semi-
implicit step integration. At time step t
n 
, the spatial domain spans -L
n 
/ 2 to L
n
/2 with L
n 
being the length scale of the growth cone. Since the equations are symmetric, we only 
consider the domain form 0 to L
n
/2, with the boundary conditions. The discretized 
governing equation is given as: 
 
𝜹𝜱
𝜹𝒕
|𝒕 =  
𝟏
𝟐
∗  𝑫𝒕+𝟏 + 𝑫𝒕 ∗
 𝜱𝒕+𝟏 −𝜱𝒕 
𝜟𝒙
+
𝟏
𝟐
∗  𝑫𝒕 + 𝑫𝒕−𝟏 
∗
 𝜱𝒕 −𝜱𝒕−𝟏 
𝜟𝒙
 
+ 
𝟏
𝟐
∗  𝒗𝒕+𝟏 + 𝒗𝒕 ∗ [𝜱𝒕+𝟏 −𝜱𝒕] + 𝜸 ∗  𝜱𝒕 𝜟𝒙 
 
A 21 
For I = 0:L, the linear equations are expanded using Taylor series expansion; for „Φ‟ at 
half time step t+∆t/2, the equation is given as; 
 
𝝏𝜱𝒊 =
𝟏
𝟒∆𝒙𝟐
  𝑫𝒊+𝟏
𝒕 + 𝟐𝑫𝒊
𝒕 + 𝑫𝒊−𝟏
𝒕  +
𝜸∆𝒕
𝟐
 𝜱𝒊
𝒕+∆𝒕
−
𝟏
𝟒∆𝒙
 
𝟏
∆𝒙
 𝑫𝒊+𝟏
𝒕 + 𝑫𝒊
𝒕 + 𝑽𝒊+𝟏
𝒕  𝜱𝒊+𝟏
𝒕+∆𝒕
−
𝟏
𝟒∆𝒙
 
𝟏
∆𝒙
 𝑫𝒊
𝒕 + 𝑫𝒊−𝟏
𝒕  + 𝑽𝒊−𝟏
𝒕  𝜱𝒊−𝟏
𝒕+∆𝒕   
A 22 
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The parameters were non-dimensionalized and the linear differential equations were 
solved using a semi-implicit time-step method based on the Crank Nicholson Method an 
implemented in MATLAB, MathWorks 2010R. 
2.2.  Two Dimensional Model 
 The one-dimensional model that was just described is a simplification that allows 
us to gain an intuition for some of the physical effects that could occur if actin 
depolymerization drives growth cone motility.  However, the 1D model is incapable of 
addressing the flows that can occur in a motile cell, which can greatly affect the results.  
We, therefore, developed a two-dimensional model to more fully analyze disassembly 
driven motility in growth cones. In the two-dimensional model a free-boundary finite 
volume method (the moving boundary node method[67]) is used to track the changes in 
shape, length and velocity of growth cone over time with increasing rate of 
depolymerization. Here we describe briefly the numerical method. The continuity 
equation describing the change in cytoskeletal volume fraction is again given as; 
 
𝝏𝜱
𝝏𝒕
 =  −𝛁   .  𝜱𝑽𝒔 −   𝜸𝜱 
B 1 
The force balance equations, derived in the one-dimensional model are easily generalized 
to two-dimensions: 
 𝜻  𝑽 𝒔 − 𝑽𝒇    +  𝜻𝒆𝒙𝑽𝒔  =  −𝝈𝟎𝛁   𝜱 −𝜱𝛁   𝐏 
B 2 
 𝜻  𝑽 𝒔 − 𝑽𝒇    =  −(𝟏 −𝜱)𝛁   𝐏 
B 3 
Finally the conservation of volume is given by, 
 𝛁    𝜱𝐕𝐬 +  𝟏 − 𝚽 𝐕 𝐟 =  𝟎 
B 4 
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Similar to the one-dimensional model, the cytoskeletal velocity can be written in terms of 
the gradients of the volume fraction and pressure, 
 𝜻𝑽 𝒔 =  −𝝈𝟎𝛁   𝜱 −  𝛁   𝑷 
B 5 
Thus and the two-phase cytoskeletal dynamics can be simplified to yield two differential 
equations for P and Φ; 
 𝛁    [  
 𝟏 −𝜱 𝟐
𝜻
+
𝟏
𝜻𝒆𝒙
 𝛁   𝑷 +
𝝈𝟎
𝜻𝒆𝒙
 𝛁   𝜱 =  𝟎 B 6 
 
𝜹𝜱
𝜹𝒕
=  𝛁    
𝝈𝟎𝜱
𝜻𝒆𝒙
 𝛁   𝜱 +
𝜱
𝜻𝒆𝒙
 𝛁   𝑷  −  𝜸𝜱 B 7 
2.2.1   Moving Boundary Node 
 To describe the boundary of the growth cone boundary we assume an implicit 
representation, using a signed distance map.  The level set-method is then used to track 
the motion of the boundary in time. In the one-dimensional model, is the boundary was 
easily represented in Cartesian coordinates. In two-dimensions, it is much harder to 
handle an irregular geometry on a Cartesian grid.  The moving boundary node method 
starts with a fixed Cartesian grid, and then identifies nodes that are on the “edge” of the 
boundary and uses information stored in the distance map to move these nodes onto the 
closest point on the actual boundary.  This forms a deformed grid at the boundary.  The 
moving boundary node method prescribes how to accurately discretize derivatives on this 
deformed grid[67].  Time-stepping is then handled with a semi-implicit method.  The 
basic flow of the algorithm is as follows:  
1. The initial conditions for the distance map and internal physical components are 
defined. 
2. Masks for nodes inside the current geometry and interpolation nodes are defined. 
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3. Finite volume discretization of derivative of cytoskeletal volume fraction is 
constructed. 
4. The boundary velocity is calculated. 
5. Boundary displaced using the Level Set Algorithm. 
6. Derivative of the term for the new geometry is calculated using the same masked 
nodes. 
7. Semi-implicit method is used to evolve the contents of each finite volume. 
8. These steps are repeated for each time step 
Like single steady crawling cells as the keratocytes, the lamellipodium of the growth 
cone forms a flat, spread half-moon like shape. So we initially define a circular geometry, 
whereby the cell boundary expands in the front protruding end and retracts at the rear. 
This occurs in a locally normal direction with spatially graded rates allowing fast 
advancement of the front edge which smoothly decreases towards the rear. The 
disassembly rate of the actin filaments is maxima at the rear of the cell while 
polymerization occurs predominantly at the leading edge of the growth cone. Hence a 
polymerization „zone‟ is geometrically defined localized to the leading edge 
2.2.2.   Defining the parameters: 
 In concurrence with experimental results ([36, 60]), the rear of the cell body is 
assumed to be loosely adhered to the substrate in comparison to front leading edge. Thus 
the expression for drag in one-dimension was generalized into a 2D ellipse, which 
marked the transition of higher drag coefficient at the front as compared to the rear. The 
elliptical transition region was defined as hyperbolic “tanH” function in the algorithm; 
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 𝜻𝒆𝒙 ~(𝜻𝟏 + 𝜻𝟐) ∗  𝟏 + 𝐭𝐚𝐧𝐡⁡(
𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆
𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒕 𝒇𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒐𝒓
)   B 8 
Here, δ1 and δ2 represents the individual drag coefficient values and „Distance‟ is the 
distance from the rear of the cell, where the transition zone is assumed to be. Zajac et al 
group found that the cell rear moved with a greater velocity than the leading edge which 
leads to this assumption that the drag at rear must me lesser comparatively[41].  
As in one dimension, we started with zero boundary stress at both the boundaries. The 
pressure in two dimensions is assumed to be time dependant and varies with change in 
volume fraction. The net pressure cannot be neglected and a pressure gradient is assumed 
across the cell matrix. The volume gradient forms quickly and remains stationary, so for a 
freely moving cell, the forces do not remain balanced. A positive pressure force would 
cause the growth cone to shrink, which is balanced by volume conservation, with 
permeability “κ” as the proportionality constant. 
 𝛁   . (𝚽𝐕 𝐬 +  (𝟏 −𝚽)𝐕 𝐟)  =  −𝛋𝛁   𝐏 B 9 
 𝑽 𝒇  =  −𝜿𝛁   𝑷 
B 10 
The permeable membrane defines the boundary condition on the pressure at the front and 
rear respectively. Here, κ is the permeability coefficient. 
The polymerization velocity is spatially dependant given as; 
 𝑽𝒑 ~
𝑽𝒑𝒎𝒂𝒙
𝟎.𝟏
∗
𝟏
𝟎.𝟐
(𝟎.𝟐 −  𝜱𝒅𝑽/ 𝒅𝑽 )    B 11 
Here, we had assumed an initial actin volume fraction Φ0 = 1, so a numeric factor of 0.2 
is assume the actin filaments exist in a state of 50% monomeric G-actin and 50% F-actin. 
The cytoskeletal polymerization velocity was defined in three different ways, 
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a) Generalized as a two dimensional ellipse that marked the transition from 
depolymerization to polymerization. It was expressed as a hyperbolic TanH 
function in the algorithm. 
 𝑽𝒑 ~ (𝟏 + 𝐭𝐚𝐧𝐡 𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕 −
𝒎𝒆𝒂𝒏 𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕 
𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝒇𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒐𝒓
  B 12 
 
b) As proportional to a non-conservative chemical concentration at the cell rear, that 
was strictly advected along with the velocity of the cell. 
 𝑽𝒑 ~  𝒎𝒆𝒎𝒃𝒓𝒂𝒏𝒆 𝒃𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒅 𝒄𝒐𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏,𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝑬𝒅𝒈𝒆 B 13 
c) Finally, as proportional to a two-state chemical concentration, that was both 
advected and diffused within the cell. 
 
𝑽𝒑 ~ 𝜶 ∗ 𝑬𝒅𝒈𝒆 𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒄𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 ∗
 𝛽 −
 𝜱𝒅𝑽
 𝒅𝑽
 
 𝒅𝑽
 
B 14 
2.2.3.   Boundary Conditions 
The polymerization velocity (Vp) defines the motion of the boundary at the leading edge, 
given as; 
 𝑽 𝒃𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒅𝒂𝒓𝒚.𝒏 =  𝑽 𝒔.𝒏 + 𝑽𝒑 
B 15 
Also at the boundary, 
 𝛁   . 
 𝟏 − 𝜱 𝟐
𝜻
+
𝟏
𝜻𝒆𝒙 
 𝛁   𝑷 + 𝛁    
𝝈𝟎
𝜻𝒆𝒙
𝛁   𝜱 = 𝟎 B 16 
 𝜱𝒊𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒅𝒆 =  𝜱𝟎 
B 17 
2.2.4.   Numerical Method 
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 After each time step, two separate discretization of same geometry is obtained 
with one being set of old nodes, selected form the distance map form previous time step 
and the other a set of new nodes. In this scenario an exterior node could become a part of 
boundary node or a boundary node could become an interior node or an interior node 
become part of the boundary nodes.  
To enable smooth interpolation of concentration field onto new nodes, a Lagrange 
multiplier “λ” is defined that would minimize energy functional “ε”. For a filament 
concentration „C‟, ε = C2.(1-C)2 
 
𝜹𝑪
𝜹𝒕
=
𝑫𝜹𝟐𝑪
𝜹𝒕𝟐
+  𝑹 
B 18 
Using a laplacian-based interpolation, concentration is calculated at each new node point, 
while satisfying the old boundary conditions. The polymerization along the leading edge 
is defined as function of membrane length and integrated over volume, yielding the new 
edge concentration at each node. Discretizing equation (B18) yields the following: 
 
𝜹𝑪
𝜹𝒕
= 𝑫
𝜹𝟐𝑪
𝜹𝒕𝟐
−  𝟐𝑪 𝟐𝑪𝟐 −  𝟑𝑪 + 𝟏 + 𝝀 
B 19 
 𝑳𝝀 =   (𝟒𝑪𝟑 −  𝟔𝑪𝟐 + 𝟐𝑪)𝒅𝒍 B 20 
Finally the differential equations are solved through matrix method in MATLAB, to yield 
interpolated concentration values at each node. 
 
 
Concentration = M1\M2 * C + ∆𝒕 𝑹𝒅𝒍 
 
B 21 
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All the simulations described above are solved for pressure, P and volume fraction, Φ, by 
linearizing the system of equations and solving them simultaneously. The algorithms are 
coded in MATLAB using the backslash operator used to find the solution[67] 
Thus from these mathematical simulations we attempt to estimated the change in 
velocity, length and shape of the growth cone over time, in relation to change in the rate 
of depolymerization. 
3. Results 
 Inside a neuronal growth cone, the actin cytoskeleton undergoes increased 
polymerization at the leading edge; depolymerization is generally localized at the rear 
end of the cell. A previous experimental study[60] showed that an increase in the 
concentration of Cofilin, an actin disassembly protein, increased growth cone motility 
and affected growth cone morphology.  Growth cones with increased cofilin activity were 
longer than unperturbed growth cones and likewise, decreased cofilin lead to decreased 
length. Based on these findings, we hypothesize that actin disassembly produces a 
substantial component of the force which drives the motility of growth cones.   We also 
hypothesize that the changes in morphology (i.e., lengthening of the growth cone) that 
accompany over-expression of Cofilin or Actin Depolymerizing protein (ADF) may be 
due to the severing of actin filaments, which creates new barbed ends and increases the 
pool of actin monomer and creates new sites for polymerization. To test these 
hypotheses, we simulated a crawling growth cone in one and two dimensions using a 
two-phase, biophysical model of the growth cone cytoskeleton. 
In this quantitative study our simulations predict the dependence of length, velocity and 
shape of a neuronal growth cone on the rate of depolymerization (i.e. the actin 
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disassembly rate) which is presumed to be regulated by cofilin. The complex system of 
partial differential equations described in the Methods defines the geometry and 
characteristic scales for the problem to explore the behavior of this system under 
expected conditions. Experiments on similar systems[60, 61] have measured the 
characteristic length, velocity and other parameter scales used in this model.  
3.1   One Dimensional Results 
 The one-dimensional model is solved with a free boundary that is assumed to 
move with a velocity that is equal to the polymerization velocity of actin cytoskeleton at 
the boundary plus the speed of the existing cytoskeleton. The continuity equation for 
volume fraction of actin filaments tracks the change in its concentration in a given region 
over time. The changes in the cytoskeletal polymer at a given point in space are due to 
advection and filament loss due to depolymerization.  
The model used the rate of actin cytoskeletal disassembly as a free parameter and its 
value was systematically varied between 0.01 – 0.05 s-1, based on estimated rates of 
cytoskeletal disassembly from other rapidly moving cells, such as fish keratocytes and 
nematode sperm cells. This assumed depolymerization rate is also comparable to 
depolymerization rates in other eukaryotic cells like fibroblasts[68][60][17]. 
Our model incorporates two drag coefficients.  The first describes the force that the 
cytoskeleton experiences when it moves through the cytosolic fluid. This drag force 
should be proportional to the viscosity of the fluid and inversely proportional to the 
mesh-size of the cytoskeleton.  Using the viscosity of water and a mesh size of around 50 
nm[68] we estimate the internal drag coefficient to be around 10
6
 dynes hr/cm
3
. The 
second source of drag comes from sliding of the cytoskeleton with respect to the 
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substrate.  The external drag coefficient associated with this motion is generally assumed 
to be in the range of ~ 10
7
dyneshr/cm
3
[68]
. 
In crawling cells, it is generally assumed that 
there is an increase in adhesion at the cell front, as compared to the adhesion strength at 
the cell rear (Zaac et al, Keren et al). This behavior is typically attributed to a higher 
concentration of adhesion proteins at the cell front. Therefore, we expect that the external 
drag coefficient (δex) for the solid cytoskeleton is larger at the cell front than at the rear. 
In addition we alsoset a characteristic value for the external drag coefficient to be δex ≈ 
30δ, where δ is the internal drag coefficient As this value provided the best agreement 
between model prediction and experiments for nematode sperm motility. Adhesion is 
likely to depend on the substrate surface beneath the cell and the species. From previous 
experimental data[41] the value of stress was assumed to be 100- 1000 Pa, which, after 
dimensional analysis, varies as (0.1 – 1) nN/µm2. Based on other quantitative models for 
cell motility and through repeated runs of the simulation, it was found that σ0 = 1 
provided the best non-dimensional value for the cytoskeletal stress coefficient. Similarly 
the initial volume fraction Φ0 is assumed to be ~ 0.1. The values of α and β determined 
the polymerization velocity as; 
 𝑽𝒑 ≈  𝜶 𝜷 −
𝟏
𝜱𝟎𝑳
 𝜱𝒅𝒙   
 Here β, which is proportional to the total amount of G-actin plus F-actin (see 
Methods) was assumed to be 2 (which is equivalent to assuming that about half of the 
total actin concentration is monomeric), α is a constant that determines the characteristic 
speed of polymerization. Its value was steadily varied until a stable and equal force value 
at the front and rear of the cell was achieved, for each run of simulation. 
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. Before carrying out simulations of the model, we first used scaling arguments to 
determine approximate values for some of the unknown parameters. The polymerization 
velocity defines a characteristic scale for the velocity of the cytoskeleton.  In order to 
produce this velocity at the rear of the cell, the cytoskeleton must generate enough stress.  
The velocity is proportional to the gradient of the stress, which is proportional to the 
volume fraction. Hence for the rear of the cell to move along with the cell front, the 
characteristic polymerization velocity is then proportional to the stress and initial 
cytoskeletal volume fraction (𝑉𝑝 ~
𝜎0𝛷0
𝜁𝑒𝑥𝐿
). Because we are assuming that cytoskeletal 
disassembly produces the contractile force, we must have that disassembly removes the 
entire polymer in the time it takes the cell to crawl one cell length.  In other words, the 
depolymerization rate must be approximately equal to 𝑉𝑝/𝐿.Combining these two 
relations, we can estimate an approximate value for the rate of disassembly as (𝛾 ~
𝜎0𝛷
𝜁𝐿2
). 
For our simulations, all the parameters were non-dimensionalized. The non-dimensional 
forms of parameters are denoted with a tilde.   For example, the non-dimensional 
disassembly rate is 𝛾 =
𝛾𝐿
𝑉𝑝
 ,  and the parameter α in non-dimensional form is 𝛼 ≅
𝜁𝑒𝑥𝐿𝑉𝑝
𝜎0𝛷0
. 
From these non-dimensional parameters we can then define the characteristic length 
as 𝐿 =
𝜎0𝛷0𝛼 
𝜁𝑒𝑥𝑉𝑝
.  
Using parameters determined in this fashion, we simulated the one dimensional model 
using the methods described previously (see Methods).  We solved the model on a fixed 
domain and varied the disassembly rate in the range from 0.01 – 0.05. For each value of 
the disassembly rate, we determined the value of 𝛼  that gave a stress free condition at the 
rear of the cell.  The value of 𝛼  was then used to define the length of the cell from the 
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equation above that describes the characteristic length. Results from these gave that the 
cell length increased with increases in the rate of actin disassembly. Figure: (3) 
demonstrates the variation in length in relation to depolymerization rate for an assumed 
external drag, δex = 30.  Our results show that the velocity increases roughly linearly with 
the depolymerization, which is consistent with the experimental finding that cofilin 
activity increases cell speed. At low values of the depolymerization rate (~0.01 s
-1
), we 
find that the velocity decreases sharply, which suggests that there is a minimum value of 
depolymerization rate required, beyond which a steady linear dependency can be seen.  
3.1.1   Growth Cone Extension Length and Filament Disassembly in 1D 
 From the non-dimensional values of the parameters we have, 𝛼 𝛾 =
𝜁𝑒𝑥 𝛾𝐿
2
𝜎0𝛷0
. Hence 
it can be assumed that for a constant value of depolymerization rate, 𝛼 ≅  ∇𝐿. So the 
Figures (3) and (4) are plotted for, 𝐿 =
𝜎0𝛷0𝛼 
𝜁𝑒𝑥𝑉𝑝
 with respect to 𝛾 =
𝛾𝐿
𝑉𝑝
=
𝜎0𝛷0𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝛾𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒
𝜁𝑒𝑥𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒
2 .  
Figure 3: The model predicts that cell length should increase with increased 
depolymerization rate.  At large values of the depolymerization rate, the length is 
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roughly linearly related to the depolymerization rate.  At small values of the 
depolymerization rate, the length decreases supra-linearly. 
 
 As quantitative experimental measurements of the adhesion behavior of growth 
cones is not available, a range of values for δex was tested based on the initial parameter 
values (δex = 5, 11, 20 and 30). Simulation runs were carried out for the different values 
of the external drag coefficient. As shown in figure (2), for all values of the external drag 
coefficient we find that growth cone length is roughly linearly dependent on the actin 
disassembly rate. We also find that cell length is larger when the external drag resistance 
is smallest.  
 
Figure 4: The linear increase in cell length with increased filament depolymerization 
rate is consistent for different values of external drag coefficient. Also, the increase 
in length is maxima for least external drag coefficient. 
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3.1.2   Growth Cone crawling velocity and actin disassembly in 1D 
 Our simulations also predicted that cell crawling speed increases with increased 
actin filament disassembly rate, as shown in Figure 5(A). In Figure 5(B), we show that 
this same trend is maintained for all values of the external drag coefficient. 
The non-dimensional value of velocity parameter is assumed as, 𝑉 =
𝜎0𝛷0
𝜁𝑒𝑥 𝐿
. So the graph 
is plotted for the values of 𝛼 2𝑉 =
𝜁𝑒𝑥𝑉𝑝
2𝐿
𝜎0𝛷0
 with respect to  𝛼 𝛾 =
𝜁𝑒𝑥 𝛾𝐿
2
𝜎0𝛷0
. 
 
Figure 5(A): The model predicts that growth cone crawling velocity should increase 
linearly with increases in the depolymerization rate. The increase is almost linear 
for all values of the depolymerization rate. 
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Figure 5(B): The linear increase of growth cone crawling velocity with increases in 
the depolymerization rate holds true for all values of external drag coefficient. 
Similar to extension length, the increase is highest for the least value of external 
drag coefficient. 
 
3.2   Two Dimensional Results 
 While the one-dimensional model provides evidence that depolymerization-
induced forces can explain the shape and speed dependence of growth cone motility on 
cofilin activity, cell morphology cannot be accurately described with a one-dimensional 
model. There is also a large difference between the flows that can be generated in one 
and two dimensions.  Therefore, we extended our model to two dimensions. In the two-
dimensional simulations we used a finite-volume based algorithm to study the dynamics 
of the two-phase cytoskeletal model on a moving boundary, based on the algorithm 
developed by Zajac et al[41]. The computation employs dimensionless variables - Length 
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(L), fluid and external drag forces, cytoskeletal stress, pressure, membrane permeability 
tension. 
The value of the parameter Φ0 remains the same, equal to unit 0.1. After repeated 
simulation runs, we found that the algorithm was most stable for drag coefficient values, 
δ = 20 and δex = 60, comparable to our 1D assumptions. For our 2D simulations, we often 
observed thin, trailing edge extensions, (see below Figure (6)).  
In order to remove these extensions in a biologically-realistic fashion, we incorporated a 
small amount of membrane tension into our two-dimensional model, which was not 
included in the 1D model.  The membrane tension comes in as a boundary condition and 
affects the total stress at the boundary.  The stress that is due to the membrane tension is 
assumed to be equal to the tension, T, times the local curvature of the membrane.  We 
found that a value of T ~ 0.002 was sufficient to remove thin, trailing extensions, while 
preserving stability of the code at a reasonable time step. 
 
Figure 6: Time series of a simulation that does not include membrane tension and 
uses a polymerization velocity that is defined by the distance from the rear of the 
cell.  In this simulation, the dimensionless depolymerization rate is 0.40.  (A-D) As 
the cell begins to crawl, the trailing edge at the cell rear begins to form a long, thin 
tail.  Here the colormap on the left depicts the pressure and the righthand colormap 
represents the volume fraction.  The black arrows show the velocity of the cell 
boundary velocity.  The green line denotes the ellipse that defines the low adhesion 
zone. 
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 In addition to the membrane tension, we also include permeability of the 
membrane and an area preserving term. The membrane permeability is used to define the 
boundary condition on the pressure, such that the pressure at the boundary is proportional 
to the boundary velocity (which is related to the flux of fluid across the boundary).  The 
permeability parameter, κ, was set to be κ = 3. The cytosolic flow creates a pressure 
gradient that varied along the anterior-posterior axis.  In order to approximately conserve 
the total volume of the growth cone, we used an area preserving term.  This area 
preserving term was included as a constant pressure given by β(A –A0)/A0, where α is a 
constant that determines the strength of the area preserving term. 
In growth cones, polymerization of the actin network is regulated by a number of 
membrane bound and cytosolic proteins, such as WASP, RhoA, Rac, and Arp2/3[29, 30]. 
It was beyond the scope of this project to accurately model the biochemical kinetics that 
drives actin polymerization at the leading edge.  Therefore, we needed to define the 
polymerization velocity Vp in an ad hoc fashion. We tried three different descriptions for 
the polymerization velocity.  First, we assumed that polymerization velocity was a 
function of the distance from the cell rear.  In our simulations, we tracked a point at the 
rear of the cell that moved with the cell.  This point defined the center of an ellipse, with 
its long axis perpendicular to the direction of the growth cones motility.  Using elliptical 
coordinates, we then defined the polymerization velocity to be equal to a hyperbolic 
tangent profile of the distance from the center of the ellipse.  Using this definition of the 
polymerization velocity, we were unable to get a steadily crawling growth cone.  The 
growth cone would start crawling, but would eventually spread out.  As the growth cone 
spread, the front would get too close to the rear and polymerization at the extreme front 
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would halt.  This would then cause the growth cone to pinch at the center while the edges 
continued to spread (see below Figure 7).   
 
Figure 7: Time series showing how the cell shape progresses when the 
polymerization velocity is defined using the distance from the rear of the cell.  (A-D) 
The shape for a simulation with gamma = 0.40. (E-H) Time series for a simulation 
with gamma = 0.50. The pinching-off at the cell middle is observed for gamma ≥ 
0.50. At gamma = 0.40 the membrane showed heavy ruffling activity and irregular 
shapes. 
  
 Since polymerization is controlled by membrane bound proteins, our second 
choice for the polymerization velocity was to consider a distribution of active proteins, 
such as Rho-GTPases, along the front of the membrane, with inactivated proteins along 
the rear.  These proteins were assumed to move with the membrane.  We did not assume 
anything else about the dynamics, and therefore, the total protein was not conserved.  
Basically, if the cell membrane grew locally, the total amount of protein would go up.  
Likewise, if the cell membrane locally compressed, the protein would decrease. The 
parameter α, which controls the rate of actin polymerization, was assumed to be 
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proportional to the concentration of active protein. With this assumption, we were able to 
prevent pinching of the center of the cell; however, the cell continued to spread 
uncontrollably (Figure 8). 
 
Figure 8: Simulations show uncontrolled spreading of the cell width when 
polymerization is controlled by a non-conservative distribution of membrane bound 
proteins.  (A-D) Time series for a simulation with gamma = 0.35.  In this simulation, 
the volume fraction shows negligible variation within the cell.  As the cell crawls it 
gets wider and tails form on either side of the back of the cell. (E-H) Time series for 
gamma = 0.55. The cell now shows prominent variation in the volume fraction, but 
still shows spreading and the development of tails on the sides of the back of the cell. 
 
 Since we had assumed a non-conservative concentration of membrane bound 
proteins and did not directly treat the dynamics of these proteins, as the cell spread, the 
membrane got longer, which effectively created more membrane bound protein.  There 
was therefore nothing to control how wide a cell could get. In a real cell, the total amount 
of active protein is limited by the amount of protein in a cell and the biochemical kinetics 
that activate the protein.  Therefore, we hypothesized that constraining the total amount 
of active membrane bound protein would prevent cell spreading and lead to a stable 
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crawling growth cone.  In order to implement this into our simulations, we defined a 
simple bistable chemical kinetics that was constrained to preserve the total amount of 
active protein.  The polymerization velocity at the cell membrane was then set to be 
proportional to the active concentration. In addition, the polymerization velocity was also 
proportional to the integral of the cytoskeletal volume fraction over the entire cell 
volume, as in the 1D model. With these assumptions, the simulation was very stable for 
all values of disassembly rate parameter (Figure 9).  
 
Figure 9: (A-C) Time series showing the steady and stable crawling of a growth cone 
with depolymerization rate, gamma = 0.50. The simulated growth cones maintained 
the stable spread-out shape for all values of the depolymerization rate.  
  
 Though, a minimum depolymerization rate was still required for visualization of 
actin dynamics. The assumptions are comparable to that of two-state behavior of proteins 
that exist like the Rho GTPases, which has an active GTP-bound state and an inactive 
GDP –bound state. Here it the diffusion and advection would interchangeably regulate 
the dynamics of the protein and hence maintain a fixed active protein concentration. 
3.2.1   Cytoskeletal crawling velocity and actin disassembly in 2D 
 Thus, we then used the conservative membrane-bound protein model to handle 
polymerization dynamics and ran simulations in 2D to determine how cell speed and 
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shape were affected by the depolymerization rate. To begin, we found that there was a 
minimum value of the depolymerization rate (γ = 0.35), below which cell crawling was 
being driven more by the area-preserving term, than by actin disassembly (see figure 10).  
This was determined by the fact that there was little or no actin filament gradient visible. 
This result suggests that for a given amount of polymerization there is a minimum 
depolymerization rate necessary.  Interestingly, a number of experiments with different 
cell types often show tight regulation between polymerization and cytoskeletal 
disassembly.  We therefore chose to systematically vary „γ‟ between (0.40 – 0.80). These 
simulations generically showed a roughly linear dependence of velocity on the 
depolymerization rate, as had been predicted with the 1D model. 
 
Figure 10: The two-dimensional model predicts that growth cone velocity is roughly 
linearly dependent on the rate of actin depolymerization.  At low values of the 
depolymerization rate, there is an abrupt drop in velocity, which suggests that there 
is a minimum amount of disassembly required to drive motility. The bars indicate 
standard deviation. 
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3.2.2   Growth cone shape and actin disassembly in 2D 
 Experiments[8, 56, 59, 61] have shown that the crawling speed of a cell depends 
on both the cell size and the cell shape. From the two-dimensional results, the change in 
cell shape was measured by fitting the stable crawling shape to an ellipse.  Cell length 
could then be measured using the major and minor axes. Unlike the one dimensional 
model, a stable steady linear increase in both with an increase in cytoskeletal 
depolymerization rate was not obtained (see below, Figure 11) 
The simulations were stable for all values of depolymerization rate yet, no significant 
variation in the axis length (major axis and minor axis) was seen (see below, Figure 11). 
 
Figure 11: Cell width and length are only slightly influenced by the 
depolymerization rate when the membrane stress parameter is σ0 = 7. 
  
 We hypothesized that the shape of cell and extension length would also be 
dependent on other physical parameters like membrane stress parameter, σ0, membrane 
tension T and substrate adhesion. This also suggests that cofilin activity is regulated by 
the activity of other parameters like regulatory proteins or physical parameters like 
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stresses. To test the interdependence of all the parameters was beyond the scope of this 
short study. So initially we tested the role of membrane stress factor. The membrane 
stress parameter, σ0 was varied (σ0 = 2, 7 and 10) and the axis lengths compared with 
each (Figure 12 (A) and (b)). 
 
Figure 12:  The variation in the major (A) and minor (B) axis lengths as a function 
of depolymerization rate for the three values of membrane stress coefficient. 
 As seen from the figure the variation was most sporadic for the membrane stress 
value of 7. For lower stress value, (σ0 = 2), a slightly increasing trend can be seen for the 
minor axis length yet no linear relationship can be discerned for the major axis. At higher 
membrane stress value, (σ0 = 10), a steady decrease in the major axis length can easily be 
seen while a similar significant relationship cannot be distinguished for the minor axis 
length. 
Changes in external drag force, which provided the opposing force for the cell motility, 
would also play a major role in the extension length of the growth cone, similar in 
B A 
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behavior to the one-dimensional results. Also high values of membrane tension cause 
instability of the simulation. From this it can be clearly seen that the activity of 
disassembly protein, Cofilin, is highly inter-regulated by various biochemical and 
biophysical parameter. It is also acknowledged that, Cofilin plays a major role in growth 
cone motility and actin filament contraction that brings the rear of the cell forward. The 
cofilin activity is also highly regulated by interplay of various upstream factors especially 
the Rho GTPase family proteins, which regulates cofilin activity through the LIM 
kinases, Slignshot proteins and Myosin light chain (MLC) complex. 
So the quantitative two-dimensional model cannot be suggestive of changes in shape of 
the growth cones yet. The model‟s assumption yields a simple motile growth cone 
system. Consideration of additional parameters (biochemical and biophysical) would 
yield a more accurate system and results. 
4.  Discussion 
 Eukaryotic cells crawl by making protrusions at the leading edge, contracting 
their cytoskeleton at the rear and adhering to the surrounding environment in a diverse, 
complexly controlled and integrated sequence of events[42]. The physical underpinnings 
of protrusive force generation by actin filaments, which spans from the molecular to the 
cellular level, has been extensively studied using experiments([17, 38, 45, 50]) and 
quantitative models [67, 69]. Here we use a quantitative mathematical model to look into 
contractile force production in motile growth cones.  We hypothesize that a substantial 
fraction of the force needed to pull up the trailing end of a growth cone involves the 
cofilin-regulated disassembly of actin filaments. We constructed a mathematical model of 
the biophysics of the motility of neuronal growth cones based on a previous model 
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proposed for the migration of nematode sperm cells by Zajac et al, 2008. This model was 
intended to explore the effects of cofilin activity on the speed and morphology of motile 
growth cones in order to compare with recent experimental data [61][35, 60] that showed 
an increase in neurite extension length and extension velocity with increases in cofilin 
activity.  
Here we showed that a simplified one-dimensional model of depolymerization-induced 
contraction predicts roughly linear increases in cell length and crawling velocity with 
increases in the rate of depolymerization. Cofilin severs actin filaments, thereby 
producing free filament ends with GDP-bound actin.  Since GDP-bound actin 
disassembles more readily than GTP-bound actin, cofilin activity accentuates the 
disassembly of actin filaments.  Therefore, if we assume that the disassembly rate of the 
actin is proportional to the cofilin activity, then our one-dimensional model provides 
qualitative agreement with experiments on growth cones that showed that growth cones 
over-expressing cofilin or with LIM kinase (which inhibits cofilin) knocked down were 
longer and faster than untreated cells[60][70]. Our model also suggests that there is a 
minimal amount of depolymerization required to produce sufficient force to drive the cell 
forward.   
We then explored whether or not our one-dimensional results would hold for a more 
realistic, two-dimensional model.   We found that producing stable crawling motility was 
extremely sensitive to the assumptions about the localization of actin polymerization in 
the growth cone.  We were only able to generate stable crawling cells when 
polymerization was limited by the concentration of a membrane bound protein.  This 
finding may be suggestive as to why actin polymerization is regulated by a number of 
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membrane localized proteins, such as WASP and the Rho-GTPases. Using this 
mechanism to define actin polymerization kinetics, we explored the two-dimensional two 
phase biophysical model for growth cone motility.  As in the 1D model, we found that 
crawling speed naturally increases with depolymerization in this model.  However, we 
did not find extreme changes in morphology representative of what is seen in 
experiments when cofilin activity is perturbed.  There are a number of reasons why we 
may not have seen these drastic changes in morphology.  First, our models defined a 
preferred cell area to prevent collapse or uncontrolled growth of the simulated cells.  
Since growth cones are attached to the axon, the volume of the growth cone need not be 
preserved.  Indeed, when cofilin activity is perturbed, large changes in the spread area of 
the growth cone are observed.  Second, we assumed that cofilin activity only affected the 
depolymerization rate.  However, severing actin filaments changes the average length of 
the F-actin, which may change the stiffness of the cytoskeleton and the interaction 
between the actin and adhesion proteins[60, 70].  Finally, our model specifies the region 
of actin polymerization in an ad hoc way.  It may be that cofilin activity also influences 
actin polymerization. The experimental works of Memberg et al, 2000 and Endo et al, 
2003, suggest a variation in the growth cone area with respect to extent of cofilin activity. 
Generally at higher cofilin activity, the growth cones assumed a narrower shape that was 
highly spiked[21, 60]. In our simulation an area preserving term was initially assumed to 
restrict over-spreading of the cell for the initial conditions. Hence this is suggested to 
restrict the change in cell area with respect to actin depolymerization activity. Probably, 
with new proportionality for the actin polymerization velocity, the area preservation term 
could be neglected but the study is yet to be carried out. 
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Recently another group[62] also studied the actin dynamics in the neuronal growth cones 
and their results are complementary to our work we present here. Their model traced the 
change and distribution of monomeric G-actin spatially and temporally and it was 
affirmed that inhibition of depolymerization by treatment with jasplakinolide, reduced the 
pool of available G-actin, essentially reducing actin turnover. At the same time, it was 
numerically predicted that if G-actin concentration was at least doubled, it resulted in 
doubled width of P-domain of the growth cone. An interesting result from their 
experiments showed that causing a sudden steep increase in monomeric G-actin 
concentration caused only a small amount of actin-network expansion, as there was no 
change in the membrane tension. Traditional views on the mechanisms of force 
production for the advance of the cell body generally have favored contraction of actin 
bundles by Myosin II as being most likely[53], but, as mentioned previously, myosin 
motor independent motility is known to occur in some cell types, such as  the amoeboid 
like Dictyostellium discoideum[40, 71]. Moreover, in other cell types, such as keratocytes 
and neuronal growth cones, experimental evidence [68] shows persistent cell motility, 
though at a reduced rate in myosin null cells [32]. These experiments strongly suggest 
that myosin and microtubules are not required for all aspects of force production in 
motile cells[72, 73].  
It is only recently that quantitative models have been developed for the study of neuron 
motility and growth cone dynamics[18, 21, 59, 74], even though many of the molecular 
mechanisms of have been identified. Our understanding, though, of how cellular 
biochemistry produces the biophysics of cell motility is still in their infant stages. 
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5.  Future Directions 
The importance of nerve growth-cone mechanics [50][49] in motility and guidance [12, 
24] has been well established. Thus the similarity of its motility dynamics to other motile 
crawling cells is exploited here in the model to yield a deeper understanding of 
mechanism of all crawling cells. 
Other quantitative models are built on closed cells, like the fibroblasts and the 
keratocytes, in which the total volume is always conserved with the cell growth. Unlike 
in axonal growth cones, an open-end system, as continuous supply of new molecules 
occurs through the axon shaft, changing the volume dynamically. Hence, our system of 
model needs additional assumption of physical factors, like the change in cell volume, to 
better mimic the biological system of the neuronal growth cones. 
An improvement of our current model would be to allow non-conserved variation in area 
proportional to the dynamics of actin filament depolymerization. Also, a short study of 
the effect of other physical parameter on the growth cone shape would give a better 
conclusive understanding. Quantitative models which could include more detailed 
constraints like the biochemical regulators would yield, hypothetically, a more accurate 
estimate of the dynamics of actin filaments and its interactions.  
Our model partially conforms to previously obtain experimental predictions and can be 
further validated with a number of feasible experiments. As mentioned in Craig et al 
work, forward-directed fluid flow has been directly observed in keratocytes[68], 
additional research is still needed to observe and measure fluid flow directly in the 
growth cones. High-resolution imaging like STORM or PALM could be used to track the 
dynamics and localization of cofilin and other actin binding proteins. A fluid dynamics 
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study of actin filaments through speckle microscopy would yield visualization of filament 
fragmentation dynamics.  
Thus the quantitative model has to substantiate with corresponding experimental data, 
which would allow the model to simulate the system more accurately. 
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A. One Dimensional Model 
 function [phi, time, diffterm, Velterm,Vsb,C,mov ] = 
 motilitymatrix(length,gridnum,totaltime,dt, M, dp, phi0, gam) 
N = ceil(totaltime./dt./M); 
x= linspace(-length/2,length/2,gridnum); 
dx = x(2) - x(1); 
%dt = dx^2/3; 
phi(1:gridnum,1) = phi0; 
time(1) = 0; 
sig0 = 1; 
zetaex = 30; 
zeta = 1;  
alpha = 0.0241; 
beta = 2; 
   
for n = 2:N 
    phi(:,n) =phi(:,n-1); 
    time(n) =time(n-1); 
    for j = 1:M 
    s = sum(phi(:,n)); 
    Vp = alpha *(beta - ((dx*s)./(phi0*length))); 
    dphi= (phi(gridnum,n)-  phi(gridnum-1,n))./dx; 
   % b = (dt*s)./(phi0*length); 
    phib = phi0 - dp./sig0; 
     
    C(n) = (zetaex*(1-phib)^2 + zeta).*Vp./(zetaex*(1-phib).^2)- (sig0*dphi)./zetaex; 
    D = (sig0*phi(:,n).*(1-phi(:,n)).^2)./(zetaex*(1-phi(:,n)).^2+zeta); 
    V = (zeta*C(n))./(zetaex*(1-phi(:,n)).^2+zeta); 
     
   Vsb = C(n) - Vp; 
  
   v = V - C(n); 
     
     diffterm(2:gridnum-1) =   (1./2./(dx^2))*((D(3:gridnum)+D(2:gridnum-
1)).*(phi(3:gridnum,n)-phi(2:gridnum-1,n))) ... 
                             - (1./2./(dx^2))*((D(2:gridnum-1)+D(1:gridnum-2)).*(phi(2:gridnum-
1,n)-phi(1:gridnum-2,n))); 
     Velterm(2:gridnum-1)= (1/4./dx)*(   (v(1:gridnum-2)+v(2:gridnum-
1)).*(phi(1:gridnum-2,n)+phi(2:gridnum-1,n)) ... 
                                       - (v(2:gridnum-1)+v(3:gridnum)).*(phi(2:gridnum-
1,n)+phi(3:gridnum,n))); 
  
Source(2:gridnum-1) = phi(2:gridnum-1,n) + (dt/2).*(diffterm(2:gridnum-1)' + 
Velterm(2:gridnum-1)' - (gam * phi(2:gridnum-1,n))); 
Source(1) = -(zetaex.* C(n) * dx)./sig0; 
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Source(gridnum) = phi0 - dp/sig0; 
  
Mat = sparse(1,1,-1.5,gridnum,gridnum)+ sparse(1,2,2,gridnum,gridnum) + sparse(1,2,-
0.5,gridnum,gridnum); 
term1= -dt./(4*dx^2).*(D(3:gridnum)+D(2:gridnum-1)); 
term2 = -dt./(4*dx^2).*(D(2:gridnum-1)+D(1:gridnum-2)); 
% - dt./(8.*dx).*(V(2:gridnum-1)+ V(1:gridnum-2)); 
term3 =  dt./(8.*dx).*(v(3:gridnum)+ v(2:gridnum-1)); 
term4 =  -dt./(8.*dx).*(v(2:gridnum-1)+ v(1:gridnum-2)); 
Mat = Mat + sparse((2:gridnum-1), (1:gridnum-2), term2 +term4, gridnum,gridnum)... 
          + sparse((2:gridnum-1), (3:gridnum), term1 +term3, gridnum, gridnum)... 
          + sparse((2:gridnum-1), (2:gridnum-1), -term1 -term2 + term3 + term4 +1 + 
(gam.*dt)./2, gridnum, gridnum ); 
Mat = Mat + sparse(gridnum, gridnum, 1, gridnum, gridnum ); 
  
phi(:,n) = Mat\Source'; 
  
end 
clf; 
plot(x, phi(:,n), 'r') 
mov(:,n-1) = getframe; 
  
end 
 
B. Two Dimensional Motility Code 
 
 function [PhiOld,POld,Xnew,Ynew,CellNew,mov,VX,VY,Time,ConcInt] = 
TwoPhaseCrawling(RunName,gam) 
  %============================================== parameters 
 aspect = 0.4;   % aspect ratio for ellipse that defines the drag and Va 
 zeta = 1; 
zeta1 = 20; 
zeta2 = 60; 
sig0 = 2.0; 
Vpmax = 0.2; 
Phi0 = 0.1; 
Kappa = 0.5; 
De = 0.1; 
 T = 0.02;    % surface tension 
 B = -3.0;    % magnitude of area preserving term 
 dt = 0.002;           % time step 
Skip = 200;            % iterations between output frames 
TotalTime =150; 
  
TSteps = ceil(TotalTime./dt./Skip) + 1; 
Time = 0; 
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DeltaY = 0; 
DeltaY2 = 0; 
 %==================================================== grid 
   dX = 1; 
  dY = 1;    
    
  Height = 50; 
  Length = 50;   
  %================================== distance map & normals   
  [                         ... 
      DistanceOld,          ...   
      dX,dY,                ... 
      Height,Length,Middle, ... 
      NHatOldX,NHatOldY,    ... 
      x,y                   ... 
  ] =                       ... 
      circleMAP2(           ... 
          dX,dY,            ... 
          Height,Length     ... 
      )                     ;   
             
  Minx = min(x(:)); 
  Miny = min(y(:)); 
  Maxx = max(x(:)); 
  Maxy = max(y(:)); 
   
  XExtent = Maxx - Minx + dX; 
  YExtent = Maxy - Miny + dY; 
   
%=============================================== shift matrix 
  
  Shift = makeSHIFT(Height,Length);   
   
  DistanceOld = circshift(DistanceOld,[floor((Length - Height)./ 2) 0]); 
  NHatOldY    = circshift(   NHatOldY,[floor((Length - Height)./ 2) 0]); 
   
  Xc = 0; 
  Yc = dY.*floor((Length-Height)./2);     
   
  Yd = Yc + 0.25; 
   
%==================================================== allocate 
  
  A = spalloc(Height,Length,0); 
   
  DP  = A; 
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  DPhi1  = A; 
  DPhi2 = A; 
   
  PhiOld  = A; 
  PhiNew  = A; 
   
  POld = A; 
  PNew = A; 
   
  ConcEdge = A;             % defines a membrane bound concentration that sets the 
polymerization velocity 
  
  VelocityOldN = zeros(Height,Length); 
   
  VelocityOldX = A; 
  VelocityOldY = A; 
  FlowX = A; 
  FlowY = A; 
   
  SubSet = false(size(A)); 
  SubSet2 = SubSet; 
   
  SubSet(1:2:end,:) = true; 
  SubSet2(:,1:1:end) = true; 
   
  SubSet = SubSet & SubSet2; 
   
  PhiOld(:) = Phi0;    % initial volume fraction 
   
  Vp = A;           % assembly velocity 
  Vext = A;         % extension velocity 
  R = A;            % elliptical distance from rear of cell 
  R2 = A;           % distance from center of cell body 
  Source = A;       % source of G-actin 
  kappa1 = A;       % smoothed curvature 
  
  Phix = A;         % x derivative of the volume fraction 
  Phiy = A;         % y derivative of the volume fraction 
   
  Px = A;         % x derivative of the pressure 
  Py = A;         % y derivative of the pressure 
  
  %define initial condition for concentration 
   
%========================================== old make masks 
     [ CellOld,CoreOld,EdgeOld ] = makeMASKS(DistanceOld,Height,Length,Shift); 
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    Unknowns = nnz(CellOld); 
       
%=========================================== old curvature 
  
    [ NHatOldX,NHatOldY,KappaOld ] = 
normal(CellOld,DistanceOld,dX,Height,Length);         
     
%=========================================== old distort grid 
    Xold = x;  
    Xold(EdgeOld) = Xold(EdgeOld) - DistanceOld(EdgeOld).* NHatOldX(EdgeOld) ; 
   
    Yold = y;  
    Yold(EdgeOld) = Yold(EdgeOld) - DistanceOld(EdgeOld).* NHatOldY(EdgeOld) ; 
   
% ==========================================initialize functions 
 A0 = nnz(CellOld); 
                         
x0 = mean(Xold(CellOld)); 
y0 = min(Yold(CellOld)); 
  
    Xe = Xold; 
    Ye = Yold; 
     
    Xe(~EdgeOld) = 100; 
    Ye(~EdgeOld) = 100; 
    [Val,Iy] = min(sqrt((Xe(:)-x0).^2 + (Ye(:)-y0).^2)); 
  
    y0 = Yold(Iy); 
     
    R = sqrt( aspect.^2.*(Xold - x0).^2 + ( Yold - y0 ).^2 ); 
    R2 = sqrt( ( Xold - x0 ).^2 + ( Yold - y0 - 0.5 ).^2 ); 
     
    ConcEdge(EdgeOld) = 0.5.*(1+tanh((R(EdgeOld)-1.3)./0.5)); 
    ConcEdgeNew = ConcEdge; 
     
    zetaEx = zeta1+zeta2.*0.5.*(1+tanh((R-0.7)./0.2)); 
    
%================================================== figure 
   
  figure(1); clf;  
   
  contour(x,y,DistanceOld,[0 0],'k--'); 
   
  axis('equal'); hold('on'); colormap('jet');   
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%=======================================calculate initial pressure 
     
    FindOrient = ConcEdge; 
    FindOrient(~EdgeOld) = mean(ConcEdge(:)); 
  
    [val,q2] = min(FindOrient(:)); 
  
    [val,q3] = max(FindOrient(:)); 
     
    Orient = atan2( -(Xold(q3) - Xold(q2)), Yold(q3) - Yold(q2) ); 
     
 %    Vp(EdgeOld) = Vpmax.*0.5.*(1+tanh((R(EdgeOld)-1.6)./0.5)); 
    Vp(EdgeOld) = Vpmax*ConcEdge(EdgeOld); 
%.*((0.2 - (sum(PhiOld(CellOld).*VolumeOld)./sum(VolumeOld)))./0.2); 
    Vp(~EdgeOld) = 0; 
     
%========================================== compute matrices 
     
    DP(~CellOld)  = 0; 
    DP( CellOld)  = ((1-Phi0).^2./zeta + 1./zetaEx(CellOld)); 
     
    DPhi1(~CellOld)  = 0; 
    DPhi1( CellOld)  = sig0./zetaEx(CellOld); 
         
%=============================== old make operators for Molarity 
  
[LapXX,LapYY,LapXY,LapYX,GradX,GradY,GradXEdge,GradYEdge,... 
    VolOld,VolumeOld,PerimeterOld,LinkOld] ... 
         = 
DistortedOperators2D(CellOld,EdgeOld,DistanceOld,DP,DP,DP,DP,NHatOldX,NHatOl
dY,dX,dY); 
      
     M1 = LapXX + LapYY; 
     
               
[LapXX,LapYY,LapXY,LapYX,GradX,GradY,GradXEdge,GradYEdge,... 
    VolOld,VolumeOld,PerimeterOld,LinkOld] ... 
         = 
DistortedOperators2D(CellOld,EdgeOld,DistanceOld,DPhi1,DPhi1,DPhi1,DPhi1,NHatO
ldX,NHatOldY,dX,dY); 
      
     M2 = LapXX + LapYY; 
      
     XGrad = GradX + GradXEdge; 
     YGrad = GradY + GradYEdge; 
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     NxMat = 
sparse(LinkOld(EdgeOld),LinkOld(EdgeOld),NHatOldX(EdgeOld).*PerimeterOld./Volu
meOld(LinkOld(EdgeOld))./zetaEx(EdgeOld),Unknowns,Unknowns); 
     NyMat = 
sparse(LinkOld(EdgeOld),LinkOld(EdgeOld),NHatOldY(EdgeOld).*PerimeterOld./Volu
meOld(LinkOld(EdgeOld))./zetaEx(EdgeOld),Unknowns,Unknowns); 
      
     GradNormal = NxMat*XGrad + NyMat*YGrad; 
     GradNormal = sig0.*GradNormal; 
  
      
Zero = sparse(LinkOld(EdgeOld),LinkOld(EdgeOld),1./sig0,Unknowns,Unknowns); 
  
Mat = [ M1   M2+GradNormal; 
 Zero speye(Unknowns,Unknowns) ]; 
     
Source = zeros(2.*Unknowns,1); 
Source(Unknowns+1:2*Unknowns) = Phi0; 
Source(LinkOld(EdgeOld)) = (1-Phi0).*Vp(EdgeOld).*(zeta./zetaEx(EdgeOld)./(1-
Phi0).^2 + 1).*PerimeterOld; 
  
Answer = Mat\Source; 
  
POld(CellOld) = Answer(1:Unknowns); 
PhiOld(CellOld) = Answer(Unknowns+1:2*Unknowns); 
  
IntConc = sum(ConcEdge(EdgeOld).*PerimeterOld); 
 
  for Step = 1:TSteps 
       
      for m = 1:Skip 
       
      Time = Time + dt; 
       
%========================================== old make masks 
  
    [ CellOld,CoreOld,EdgeOld ] = makeMASKS(DistanceOld,Height,Length,Shift); 
     
    Unknowns = nnz(CellOld); 
         
%=========================================== old curvature 
  
    [ NHatOldX,NHatOldY,KappaOld ] = 
normal(CellOld,DistanceOld,dX,Height,Length);         
     
%======================================== old distort grid 
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    Xold = x;  
    Xold(EdgeOld) = Xold(EdgeOld) - DistanceOld(EdgeOld).* NHatOldX(EdgeOld) ; 
   
    Yold = y;  
    Yold(EdgeOld) = Yold(EdgeOld) - DistanceOld(EdgeOld).* NHatOldY(EdgeOld) ; 
   
%========================================= old parameters 
  
    Area = nnz(CellOld); 
     
    MaskEd = false(size(EdgeOld)); 
    MaskEd(R>1) = true; 
    MaskEd = MaskEd & EdgeOld; 
     
    FindOrient = ConcEdge; 
    FindOrient(~EdgeOld) = mean(ConcEdge(:)); 
  
    [val,q2] = min(FindOrient(:)); 
  
    [val,q3] = max(FindOrient(:)); 
     
    Orient = atan2( -(Xold(q3) - Xold(q2)), Yold(q3) - Yold(q2) ); 
  
 %    Vp(EdgeOld) = Vpmax.*0.5.*(1+tanh((R(EdgeOld)-1.6)./0.5)); 
  
    zetaEx = zeta1+zeta2.*0.5.*(1+tanh((R-0.7)./0.2)); 
     
   
%============================== old advection & diffusion 
     
    DPhi2(~CellOld)  = 0; 
    DPhi2( CellOld)  = PhiOld(CellOld)./zetaEx(CellOld); 
         
%=============================== old operators for Phi 
  
[LapXX,LapYY,LapXY,LapYX,GradX,GradY,GradXEdge,GradYEdge,... 
    VolOld,VolumeOld,PerimeterOld,LinkOld] ... 
         = DistortedOperators2D(CellOld,EdgeOld,DistanceOld,DPhi2,DPhi2,... 
                                DPhi2,DPhi2,NHatOldX,NHatOldY,dX,dY); 
  
LapOld = LapXX + LapYY; 
GradientOldX = GradX + GradXEdge; 
GradientOldY = GradY + GradYEdge; 
  
%================================= Compute Extension Velocity 
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    Vp(EdgeOld) = Vpmax*ConcEdge(EdgeOld)*((0.2 - 
(sum(PhiOld(CellOld).*VolumeOld)./sum(VolumeOld)))./0.2); 
    Vp(~EdgeOld) = 0; 
   
  
    Phix(CellOld) = (GradientOldX*PhiOld(CellOld))./VolumeOld; 
    Phiy(CellOld) = (GradientOldY*PhiOld(CellOld))./VolumeOld; 
     
    Px(CellOld) = (GradientOldX*POld(CellOld))./VolumeOld; 
    Py(CellOld) = (GradientOldY*POld(CellOld))./VolumeOld; 
  
% Phix(CellOld) = (MPhi*PhiOld(CellOld) + MP*POld(CellOld)); 
% Phix(EdgeOld) = Phix(EdgeOld)./PerimeterOld - (1-
PhiOld(EdgeOld)).*Vp(EdgeOld); 
  
[LapEdge, EdgeLength, IntEdge2, LinkEdge]... 
     = DistortedOperatorsEdge(CellOld, EdgeOld, DistanceOld, ones(size(ConcEdge)), 
NHatOldX, NHatOldY, dX, dY); 
  
 Lambda = (sum(2.*EdgeLength.*ConcEdge(EdgeOld).*(2.*(ConcEdge(EdgeOld).^2)- 
3.*ConcEdge(EdgeOld) +1)))./sum(EdgeLength); 
  
 EdgeSource = EdgeLength.*ConcEdge(EdgeOld) + 
(((De*dt)/2).*LapEdge*ConcEdge(EdgeOld)) - 
(EdgeLength.*dt.*((2*ConcEdge(EdgeOld).*(2*(ConcEdge(EdgeOld).^2)-
3*ConcEdge(EdgeOld)+1)) - Lambda)); 
  
    Mask = EdgeOld; 
     
    Vp(EdgeOld) =   Vp(EdgeOld) ... 
                  - sig0.*(Phix(EdgeOld).*NHatOldX(EdgeOld) + 
Phiy(EdgeOld).*NHatOldY(EdgeOld))./zetaEx(EdgeOld) ... 
                  - (Px(EdgeOld).*NHatOldX(EdgeOld) + 
Py(EdgeOld).*NHatOldY(EdgeOld))./zetaEx(EdgeOld); 
     
    Vext(Mask) =   Vp(Mask); %- sum(Va(Mask).*PerimeterOld)./sum(PerimeterOld) + 
B.*(A0-A)./A0 ; 
                 
   [Vext] = Extend(DistanceOld,NHatOldX,NHatOldY,Vext,EdgeOld,x,y,dX,dY); 
    
   [V0x,V0y] = 
ComputeTranslocationVelocity(PerimeterOld,NHatOldX,NHatOldY,Vext,EdgeOld); 
    
   % Vext(:) = smooth(Vext,7,Height,Length,true(Height,Length)); 
    
%=========================================== compute edge velocity 
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    VelocityOldX(~EdgeOld) = 0; 
    VelocityOldX( EdgeOld) = Vext(EdgeOld).* NHatOldX(EdgeOld); 
    VelocityOldY(~EdgeOld) = 0; 
    VelocityOldY( EdgeOld) = Vext(EdgeOld).* NHatOldY(EdgeOld); 
                            
    FlowX(~EdgeOld) = 0; 
    FlowX(EdgeOld) = VelocityOldX(EdgeOld); 
     
    FlowY(~EdgeOld) = 0; 
    FlowY(EdgeOld) = VelocityOldY(EdgeOld); 
     
%===================================== Compute Old Advection Matrices 
     
   [AdvectOldX,AdvectOldY,AdvectOldXEdge,AdvectOldYEdge] ... 
         = AdvectionOperators2D(CellOld,EdgeOld,DistanceOld,FlowX,FlowY, ... 
                                NHatOldX,NHatOldY,dX,dY); 
  
%=========================================== create old matrices 
     
    LapPhiOld =   (2./ dt - gam).*VolOld + sig0.*LapOld ... 
                - AdvectOldX - AdvectOldXEdge ... 
                - AdvectOldY - AdvectOldYEdge;     
     
    SourcePhiOld = LapPhiOld*PhiOld(CellOld) + LapOld*POld(CellOld); 
     
    Mask          = CellOld; 
  
%======================================= time step Distance Map 
  
    Flag = 1; 
      
      DistanceNew =            ... 
          DistanceMapTimeStep( ... 
              DistanceOld,     ... 
              Vext,    ... 
              x,y,dX,dY,       ... 
              Height,Length,   ... 
              dt,              ... 
              Flag,            ... 
              CellOld,         ... 
              EdgeOld,         ... 
              Shift            ... 
          );         
  
% Compute matrices at time t + dt       
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%========================================== new make masks 
  
[ CellNew,CoreNew,EdgeNew ] = makeMASKS(DistanceNew,Height,Length,Shift); 
     
%    Unknowns = nnz(CellOld); 
         
%=========================================== old curvature 
  
    [ NHatNewX,NHatNewY,KappaNew ] = 
normal(CellOld,DistanceNew,dX,Height,Length);         
     
%======================================== old distort grid 
    Xnew = x;  
    Xnew(EdgeOld) = Xnew(EdgeOld) - DistanceNew(EdgeOld).* NHatNewX(EdgeOld) 
; 
   
    Ynew = y;  
    Ynew(EdgeOld) = Ynew(EdgeOld) - DistanceNew(EdgeOld).* NHatNewY(EdgeOld) 
; 
  
%============================== new parameters 
  
    VtransX = V0x; 
    VtransY = V0y;%0.5.*(V0y+max(Vext(EdgeOld).*NHatOldY(EdgeOld))); 
     
   % if min(R2(EdgeOld))<0.5 
   if max(R(EdgeOld))<2.0 
         
        VtransY = VtransY - (2.0 - max(R(EdgeOld)))./dt; 
         
   end 
     
      if min(R(EdgeOld))>0.4 
         
        VtransY = VtransY + (min(R(EdgeOld))-0.4)./dt; 
         
    end 
     
    y0 = y0 + dt.*VtransY; 
    x0 = x0 + dt.*VtransX; 
     
    DelX1 = Xold-x0; 
    DelX1(DelX1>XExtent./2) = XExtent - DelX1(DelX1>XExtent./2); 
    DelX1(DelX1<-XExtent./2) = XExtent + DelX1(DelX1<-XExtent./2); 
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    DelY1 = Yold - y0; 
    DelY2 = abs(Yold - y0 - 0.5); 
     
    DelY1(DelY1>YExtent./2) = YExtent - DelY1(DelY1>YExtent./2); 
    DelY1(DelY1<-YExtent./2) = YExtent + DelY1(DelY1<-YExtent./2); 
    DelY2(DelY2>YExtent./2) = YExtent - DelY2(DelY2>YExtent./2); 
     
    R = sqrt( aspect.^2.*(DelX1.*cos(Orient) - DelY1.*sin(Orient) ).^2 + ( 
DelX1.*sin(Orient) + DelY1.*cos(Orient) ).^2 ); 
    R2 = sqrt( ( Xold - x0 ).^2 + DelY2.^2 ); 
     
    if x0 >= Maxx + dX; 
         
        x0 = x0 - XExtent; 
         
    end 
     
    if y0 >= Maxy + dY; 
         
        y0 = y0 - YExtent; 
         
    end 
     
    MaskEd(:) = false; 
    MaskEd(R2<0.4) = true; 
    MaskEd = MaskEd & CellOld; 
     
%============================== new advection & diffusion 
     
    DP(~CellOld)  = 0; 
    DP( CellOld)  = ((1-PhiOld(CellOld)).^2./zeta + 1./zetaEx(CellOld)); 
     
    DPhi1(~CellOld)  = 0; 
    DPhi1( CellOld)  = 1./zetaEx(CellOld); 
     
    DPhi2(~CellOld)  = 0; 
    DPhi2( CellOld)  = PhiOld(CellOld)./zetaEx(CellOld); 
   
%=========================================== edge velocity 
     
    VelocityNewX(~EdgeOld) = 0; 
    VelocityNewX( EdgeOld) = Vext(EdgeOld).* NHatNewX(EdgeOld); 
    VelocityNewY(~EdgeOld) = 0; 
    VelocityNewY( EdgeOld) = Vext(EdgeOld).* NHatNewY(EdgeOld);     
         
%=============================== compute operators for P Equation 
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[LapXX,LapYY,LapXY,LapYX,GradX,GradY,GradXEdge,GradYEdge,... 
    VolNew,VolumeNew,PerimeterNew,LinkOld] ... 
         = 
DistortedOperators2D(CellOld,EdgeOld,DistanceNew,DP,DP,DP,DP,NHatNewX,NHat
NewY,dX,dY); 
      
    M1 = LapXX + LapYY; 
    M1 = M1 - Kappa.* VolNew; 
      
      
[LapXX,LapYY,LapXY,LapYX,GradX,GradY,GradXEdge,GradYEdge,... 
    VolNew,VolumeNew,PerimeterNew,LinkOld] ... 
         = 
DistortedOperators2D(CellOld,EdgeOld,DistanceNew,DPhi1,DPhi1,DPhi1,DPhi1,NHat
NewX,NHatNewY,dX,dY); 
      
     LapP = LapXX + LapYY; 
     M2 = sig0.*LapP; 
      
     XGrad = GradX + GradXEdge; 
     YGrad = GradY + GradYEdge; 
      
     NxMat = 
sparse(LinkOld(EdgeOld),LinkOld(EdgeOld),NHatNewX(EdgeOld).*PerimeterNew./Vo
lumeNew(LinkOld(EdgeOld))./zetaEx(EdgeOld),Unknowns,Unknowns); 
     NyMat = 
sparse(LinkOld(EdgeOld),LinkOld(EdgeOld),NHatNewY(EdgeOld).*PerimeterNew./Vo
lumeNew(LinkOld(EdgeOld))./zetaEx(EdgeOld),Unknowns,Unknowns); 
      
     GradNormal = NxMat*XGrad + NyMat*YGrad; 
     GradNormal = sig0.*GradNormal; 
      
%======================================= compute operators for Phi 
Equation 
  
[LapXX,LapYY,LapXY,LapYX,GradX,GradY,GradXEdge,GradYEdge,... 
    VolNew,VolumeNew,PerimeterNew,LinkOld] ... 
         = 
DistortedOperators2D(CellOld,EdgeOld,DistanceNew,DPhi2,DPhi2,DPhi2,DPhi2,NHat
NewX,NHatNewY,dX,dY);      
  
    [AdvectNewX,AdvectNewY,AdvectNewXEdge,AdvectNewYEdge] ... 
         = AdvectionOperators2D(CellOld,EdgeOld,DistanceNew,FlowX,FlowY, ... 
                                NHatNewX,NHatNewY,dX,dY); 
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    LapNew = LapXX + LapYY; 
     
    LapPhiNew =   (2./ dt + gam).*VolNew - sig0.*LapNew ... 
                + AdvectNewX + AdvectNewXEdge ... 
                + AdvectNewY + AdvectNewYEdge; 
             
    LapP = -LapNew; 
    LapP(LinkOld(EdgeOld),:) = 0; 
    LapP = LapP + 
sparse(LinkOld(EdgeOld),LinkOld(EdgeOld),1./sig0,Unknowns,Unknowns); 
     
    LapPhiNew(LinkOld(EdgeOld),:) = 0; 
    LapPhiNew = LapPhiNew + 
sparse(LinkOld(EdgeOld),LinkOld(EdgeOld),1,Unknowns,Unknowns); 
                             
Mat = [ M1     M2+GradNormal; 
        LapP   LapPhiNew ]; 
     
Source = zeros(2.*Unknowns,1); 
Source(Unknowns+1:2*Unknowns) = SourcePhiOld; 
Source(LinkOld(EdgeOld)) = Vp(EdgeOld).*(zeta./zetaEx(EdgeOld)./(1-
PhiOld(EdgeOld)) + 1 - PhiOld(EdgeOld)).*PerimeterNew; 
Source(Unknowns+LinkOld(EdgeOld)) = Phi0 + B.*(A0-Area)./A0 + 
0.5.*T.*(KappaOld(EdgeOld) + KappaNew(EdgeOld)); 
  
Answer = Mat\Source; 
  
PNew(CellOld) = Answer(1:Unknowns); 
PhiNew(CellOld) = Answer(Unknowns+1:2*Unknowns); 
  
[LapEdge, EdgeLength, IntEdge2, LinkEdge]... 
     = DistortedOperatorsEdge(CellOld, EdgeOld, DistanceNew,ones(size(ConcEdge)), 
NHatNewX, NHatNewY, dX, dY); 
  
 Unk = max(LinkEdge(:)); 
  
 EdgeIde = sparse ((1:Unk), (1:Unk), EdgeLength, Unk, Unk); 
  
 ConcEdgeNew(EdgeOld) = (EdgeIde - ((De*dt)/2).*LapEdge)\EdgeSource; 
     
%% determine if there are nodes that are New 
     
    Mask(EdgeOld) = false; 
     
    New = CellNew & not(EdgeNew) & not(Mask); 
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    New = New | ( EdgeNew & not(EdgeOld) ); 
         
    Old = CellOld & not(CellNew) ; 
     
    A = nnz(CellNew); 
     
%% Interpolate solution onto new nodes 
     
    if( any(any(New)) ) 
     
     UnknownsInt = nnz(CellNew); 
         
    %=========================================== new curvature 
    [ NHatNewX,NHatNewY,KappaNew ] = 
normal(CellNew,DistanceNew,dX,Height,Length);         
     
    %======================================== new distort grid 
    Xnew = x;  
    Xnew(EdgeNew) =                              ... 
        Xnew(EdgeNew)                            ... 
      - DistanceNew(EdgeNew).* NHatNewX(EdgeNew) ; 
   
    Ynew = y;  
    Ynew(EdgeNew) =                              ... 
        Ynew(EdgeNew)                            ... 
      - DistanceNew(EdgeNew).* NHatNewY(EdgeNew) ;     
     
   %============================= make interpolation operators 
               
    DifInt = ones(size(DistanceNew)); 
     
    [ LapXXInt,LapYYInt,LapXY,LapYX,GradX,GradY,GradXEdge,GradYEdge, ... 
      VolMatInt,ControlVolumeInt,EdgeLengthInt,LinkInt ] ... 
         = DistortedOperators2D(CellNew,EdgeNew,DistanceNew,DifInt,DifInt,... 
                                DifInt,DifInt,NHatNewX,NHatNewY,dX,dY); 
     
      Mask = CellNew & not(New); 
      Mask2 = New & EdgeNew; 
       
  Source = zeros(UnknownsInt,1); 
     
  LaplacianInt = LapXXInt + LapYYInt; 
   
  LaplacianInt(LinkInt(Mask),:) = 0; 
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  LaplacianInt = LaplacianInt + 
sparse(LinkInt(Mask),LinkInt(Mask),1,UnknownsInt,UnknownsInt); 
   
  % interpolate onto new points for Phi 
   
  Source(LinkInt(Mask)) = PhiNew(Mask); 
   
  Psi = PhiNew; 
   
  V = LaplacianInt\Source; 
  Psi(CellNew) = V(1:UnknownsInt); 
   
  PhiNew(New) = Psi(New); 
   
  % interpolate onto new points for P 
   
  Source(LinkInt(Mask)) = PNew(Mask); 
   
  Psi = PNew; 
   
  V = LaplacianInt\Source; 
  Psi(CellNew) = V(1:UnknownsInt); 
   
  PNew(New) = Psi(New); 
   
  %% interpolation for membrane bound proteins 
  
    [LapEdgeInt,EdgeLengthInt,IntEdge2,LinkEdgeInt] ... 
         = 
DistortedOperatorsEdge(CellNew,EdgeNew,DistanceNew,ones(size(ConcEdge)),NHatN
ewX,NHatNewY,dX,dY); 
      
    NewEdge = EdgeNew & ~EdgeOld; 
     
    Mask = EdgeNew & ~NewEdge; 
     
    UnkInt = nnz(EdgeNew); 
     
%% interpolate for species A 
    
    LapEdgeInt = [ LapEdgeInt     -EdgeLengthInt; 
                   EdgeLengthInt'  0 ]; 
                
   LapEdgeInt(LinkEdgeInt(Mask),:) = 0; 
   LapEdgeInt = LapEdgeInt + 
sparse(LinkEdgeInt(Mask),LinkEdgeInt(Mask),1,UnkInt+1,UnkInt+1); 
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    SourceEdge = zeros(UnkInt,1); 
    Psi = ConcEdge; 
    SourceEdge(LinkEdgeInt(Mask)) = ConcEdge(Mask); 
    SourceEdge = [  SourceEdge; 
                    IntConc ]; 
                 
    V = LapEdgeInt\SourceEdge; 
    Psi(EdgeNew) = V(1:end-1); 
     
    ConcEdgeNew(NewEdge) = Psi(NewEdge); 
     
     end 
     
%    drawnow         
     
    PhiNew(Old) = 0; 
    ConcEdgeNew(Old) = 0; 
  
    PhiOld = PhiNew; 
    POld = PNew; 
    ConcEdge = ConcEdgeNew; 
    DistanceOld = DistanceNew; 
    Rold = R; 
         
      end 
   
     figure(1); clf; 
     
    hold('on');  
  
    View           = full(PhiNew); 
    View(~CellNew) = NaN; 
   
    surf(Xnew,Ynew,View,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none','FaceLighting','phong') 
     
     
    View           = full(PNew); 
    View(~CellNew) = NaN; 
    View = View - min (View(:)); 
    View = Phi0 * View/max(View(:)); 
     
    surf(Xnew + 
5,Ynew,View,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none','FaceLighting','phong') 
     
    caxis([0 1.5.*Phi0]) 
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    view(0,90) 
     
    Time 
     
%     contour(x,y,DistanceNew,'k') 
  
LinkEdge = zeros(size(EdgeNew)); 
LinkEdge(EdgeNew) = 1:nnz(EdgeNew); 
  
SubLink = zeros(size(EdgeNew)); 
SubLink(LinkEdge==1) = 1; 
  
SubSet = false(size(EdgeNew)); 
SubSet(LinkEdge==1) = true; 
  
Test = SubSet; 
  
SubSet2 = SubSet; 
  
SubMask = EdgeNew & ~SubSet; 
  
for q = 2:nnz(EdgeNew) 
     
  
if nnz(SubMask & cshift2(Test,[ 1 0 ])) == true 
     
    Test = SubMask & cshift2(Test,[ 1 0 ]); 
     
elseif nnz(SubMask & cshift2(Test,[ 0 1 ])) == true 
     
    Test = SubMask & cshift2(Test,[ 0 1 ]); 
     
elseif nnz(SubMask & cshift2(Test,[ -1 0 ])) == true 
  
    Test = SubMask & cshift2(Test,[ -1 0 ]); 
  
elseif nnz(SubMask & cshift2(Test,[ 0 -1 ])) == true 
  
    Test = SubMask & cshift2(Test,[ 0 -1 ]); 
     
end 
    
    SubLink(Test) = q; 
    SubSet(Test) = true; 
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    if mod(q,2) ~= 0 
         
        SubSet2(Test) = true; 
         
    end 
  
SubMask = EdgeNew & ~SubSet; 
  
end 
     
  
    contour(x,y,DistanceNew,[0 0],'ko');axis equal 
    
quiver(Xnew(SubSet2),Ynew(SubSet2),5.*Vext(SubSet2).*NHatNewX(SubSet2),5.*Ve
xt(SubSet2).*NHatNewY(SubSet2),0,'k','LineWidth',2) 
        
    contour(x + 5,y,DistanceNew,[0 0],'ko');axis equal 
%     PlotMask = SubSet & CellOld; 
%    
quiver(Xnew(PlotMask),Ynew(PlotMask),FlowOldX(PlotMask),FlowOldY(PlotMask),0,
'y') 
     
    contour(x,y,R,[ 1.3 1.3 ],'g','LineWidth',2) 
  
    View = full(R); 
    View(~CellNew) = NaN; 
     
    [Val,Iy] = min(R); 
     
%    plot(x0,Ynew(Iy),'ko','LineWidth',3) 
     
    view([180 -90]);axis([-2 7 -2 2 0 18]) 
    
    mov(:,Step) = getframe; 
     
    movie2avi(mov, '0526gam70sig2', 'Compression', 'Cinepak') 
    VX(Step) = V0x; 
    VY(Step) = V0y; 
    ConcInt(Step) = sum(ConcEdge(EdgeOld).* EdgeLength);    
    %STATS = regionprops(BW, 'MajorAxisLength', 'MinorAxisLength'); 
        
    save(RunName,'VX','VY','zeta1','zeta2', 
'sig0','gam','Time','CellNew','Xnew','Ynew','Vp','T') 
     
  end  
 
